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Update 8-11-18 :          As the secret puppet leader of our movement, I’m going to reveal it all. The real 

narrative, that I was keeping a secret and close to my chest.  After the drop of my first Manifesto, my 

words seeped into the mainstream and manifested into a chain succession of event horizons and 

moments that permeated the congruence of my words onto reality.  

  To demonstrate how successful my initial Manifesto was, here’s renowned anti-white man Kylie Jenner 

signaling her thirst for me.  

She uploaded a triage (+++) of posts on her social media account with the Kek/666 sigil to signal her 

interest to me, not soon after posing as the virgin Mary for a music video  

 

Only the image in the middle had a text, which simply said “Hello”. [+Hello+] . Note the Satanic # 66 

series count in the bottom left corner. If only the circumstances were different … 

 



 

I was that effective. +++  

 

It seems that Mr. West  intercepted the subliminal message Kylie directed at me because a day later 

Kanye was on national prime television network promoting white-genocide propaganda.   

Signal after signal, anomaly after anomaly,  I was elevated and raised and almost every industry was 

paying me patronage either for elevation or protection. Our political opposition in turn would use my 

own words against us by incorporating my ideas into their own agendas. Any POC setting Alt Right 

signals are leftists trying to dismantle the Alt Right. Many of them are doing it under the radar waiting 

for the moment to say they had an involvement in dismantling the Alt Right  The sublimation and 

subversion of the left has only quadruplified these past few months since. The Democratic Left's new 

narrative is the complete antithesis of anything the Right-wing stands for, no matter how polarizing and 

ludicrous it is. The Democrats and the mainstream media have built their entire platform on the 

extinction of the white man, the white woman, and ultimately the white race. All to scapegoat the truth 

that the Democratic Party is a hotbed for the criminal underworld, and an open backdoor for every 

country to conspire against the American populace. 

Foreign nationalists in a post 21st century have nothing but a deep rooted hatred for the US and all they 

want to see is our systems collapse for their countries net gain, or to conquer this country for their host 

country of origin. All this diversity propaganda that is being fed to white people are ethnic minorities 

groups trying to take over the country through racial collusion. Diversity as a concept doesn’t exist to 

immigrants who all believe they’re playing a massive battle of King of the hill for control over the 

proverbial hill that is our country. Asian, African, Latinx, and Arabian nationals all want control over the 

United States which is historically and concurrently a European Common Wealth Republic.  

In reality, the United States has been compromised by a network of spies and plants the world over. 

Communists. ‘Socialists’' and a network of Anti-American foreign nationals . These groups are all slowly 

easing in their ideals and values on the younger generation to make their ideas appear as the norm. In 

Deadpool 2, the directors infused a picture of Karl Marx hanging as a painting in the X-Mansion. Karl 

Marx sacrificed his 4 children by starving them to death as he wrote the Communist Manifesto.  

This push for diversity is merely rhetoric used by foreign nationalists and racists to further their anti-

white and anti-american ideals and agenda. The illusion that diversity exists only persists in Sanctuary 

cities and is an element almost non existent in the rest of this country. A fact that stirs up pure vitriol 

and hatred by foreign nationals. Foreign nationals are tracking and targeting American people online to 

build relationships with and to psychologically brainwash them to be against their county. These foreign 

nationals tend to target American youth to become conduits of their psychological manipulation. 

And now the left are waking up and realizing they’re in a loosing fight so as a final act of desperation 

they’re doubling down on the white genocide rhetoric while trying to amass a civil war. The MSM is fully 

aware of all the evil going on in the world as they suppress the real news and the real truth from the 

American populace. Like the South African government allowing black nationalists to murder white 

citizens of South Africa, with over 10,000 white farmers murdered in the past year. Obama recently 



visited South Africa and said it was inspiring what they were doing. Signaling the entire continent of 

Africa that he supported South Africa’s white genocide movement.  

 

The Democratic Party is simply a guise for the United Nations and foreign nationals to compromise the 

United States to accommodate their country of origin, under false pretenses of democracy, with 

anterior motives to swindle from this country. The Democratic party is compromised by virtually every 

world government, from Israel to China to Russia and any country in between who use the party as a 

backdoor to illicit economic criminality. Every world government is fighting for controlling a stake in the 

Democratic Party through economic proliferation and untraceable under the table deals with agents of 

the Democratic Party in our government. 

The Democratic Party touts virtues of liberty, justice and equality while foreign nationalists use 

democratic tautologies as a smoke screen to hide behind as they conspire, collude, commit treasonous 

acts against the country for the benefit of their own country, while conspiring against the United States 

by funneling out trillions of dollars each year through an extensive network and criminal underworld 

undercurrent that exists parallel to our country. As they do this all by exploiting the hard working lives of 

the American People. What’s really going on in the Democratic Party is no more a matter of court. It is 

an act of war and treason in the highest regard against the states by the collusion of criminals. 

On the other side of the coin,  you have the Republican Party, who represents actual American Citizens 

and are doing everything they can to fight back and keep this country afloat. Yet because of the 

collusion and treason done against the country, the Republican Party is fighting an uphill battle to 

maintain this country’s sovereignty as an economic powerhouse for generations to come, opposed by 

virtually every foreign government in the world.  

The futuristic utopia we would have had by now is now a bootleg interpretation of it as we exist in a 

dystopia. Our country is fractured into two while as inflation continues to increase, wages stagnate, 

work stress continues to increase as the cost of living continues to steadily rise as everything gets more 

and more expensive. Everything is increasing across the board, from work demands, taxable goods, cost 

of living, rents, property taxes, insurance. People may be making more money but the purchasing power 

of the dollar decreased as all the prices for goods and services gone way up, and too offset any taxes 

included by the state government, who are all hemorrhaging money trying to subsidize the entirety of 

the criminal underworld. We are all leading stressful lives because the entire populace is shielded from 

all the criminals and corruption in our government attatched like a terminal growth on our system. 

Conspirators and their co-conspirators who don’t have with the people’s best interest or this countries 

best interests at heart.  

This all equates to more stress and less time for ourselves. Since work overload is stressful most people 

are crippled from living their lives after work. As they sit exhumed while getting pumped with 

brainwashing and distorting media.We are all living harder lives because we are all unknowingly 

subsidizing the criminal underworld as they use the media, and the Democratic Party via the deep state 

back end to suppress the public at large from finding out what’s really going on. As it all gets worse from 

here on out without any intervention. 



There is a plethora of sinister dynamics at play and it’s threatening our National Security at large. It’s a 

situation where the United States Military has to intervene. The fabric of our democracy has been 

compromised by a network of foreign nationals, plants, spies, and religious groups that want to destroy 

the American people for their own illicit gain. And these people have full protection in the courts, the 

media, and are shielded from American society. Because of the dynamics of the situation, we need to 

cease all immigration to its lowest levels ever. And ban any country that predominantly uses Religion as 

a guise to commit criminality. We need to ban chain immigration and anchor babies at all costs, a means 

which foreign nationals abuse as a means of looping amnesty, benefits and rights in this country.  

 

 

 

This is how the criminal underworld funnels trillions of dollars out of the United States each year 

-Drug Trafficking & Distribution   

-Interstate Tobacco Trafficking  

-Weapons Trafficking  

-Organ Trafficking  

-Fraudulent Shell Corporations  

-Proliferation of untaxable counterfeit merchandise  

-Sex Trafficking  

- Z schemes 

-Lobbying Democratic Officials for kickbacks and political favors  

-Credit Card Fraud  

-Identity Fraud  

-Illegal businesses such as sweatshops, gambling rings,  

-Medicaid and Insurance fraud  

-Illegal oil and waste removal 

-Fraudulent Real Estate Acquisitions  

-“Underground” businesses that appear closed or borded up  

-Abuse of the Government Contract system to use funds  

 

 



And they all get away with criminal activity because of  

-Anti- American Anti- White Propaganda  

-Accountants who commit fraud on their behalf  

-Conspiracy and collusion  

-Mudering any whistle blower  

 

Through controlling the criminal underworld, a country gets access to tax free dollars that they can use 

to conspire against the country through an extensive army of spy’s, plants, and foreign nationals. Most 

honest entrepreneurs have to pay a great deal of tax on any deal they make, that same tax that ends up 

subsidizing a foreign national with a criminal operation. A lot of Foreign Nationals tend to be immigrants 

who seemingly came into wealth in a short period of time. They live in a nice community while running 

tax evading businesses and illegal operations in poor urban areas. 

A lot of these shell corporations get away with paying taxes. They either us fraudulent paperwork or go 

as far as to get a fall guy, typically a mentally deranged destitute, typically common in poor urban 

counties, to give away their identity to open up the business in their name, making them soak any 

liability for the business. And then after the first patsy soaks up all liability like a sponge, they replace 

him with another patsy and keep the illegal business and corporation running for as long as they can get 

a fall guy to soak up their liability. Immigrants who open up business here try to do it through a shell 

corporation using someone else’s identity. They try to keep their income as under the table as much as 

possible until they accumulate virtually tax free, enough to clean up through real estate acquisitions and 

more legitimized business endeavors. The IRS gets easily fooled by paperwork from foreign nationals. 

Immigrants and crooks who use crooked accountants to cook up their books to pilfer from the system. 

If the same business changes owners 3 times within a short period of time, it’s a red flag for a business 

used to illicit criminal activity, and must be shut down, and the business owners assets frozen, and 

seized.  

All Sanctuary Cities are falling apart economically.  

-High Rents  

-High property taxes  

-High taxes  

-Low wages and salaries  

An $80,000 salary of today looks nice, but it has the purchasing power of $50,000 from 15 years ago.  

Our cost of living has doubled in the span of 10 years, while we have an illusion of a modicum of wealth. 

It can appear that we are making more money, but that dollar has weaker purchasing power. Wages are 

low compared to the encumbered cost of living, especially when it comes to living in sanctuary cities for 

employment opportunity. And this is all due to the trillions of dollars defrauded from the system each 

year. Organized criminals are allotting towards trillions of dollars lost in this country as it gets funneled 



out elsewhere. And we subsidize this all through our hard earned tax dollars. While we as a whole loose 

out on allotted cuts to everywhere across the board from infrastructure to education. And we have to 

make up the difference by paying more taxes, earning less on every dollar generated while at the cost of 

our free time that comes at taxable toll on our physical well being and mental health.  

Our purchasing power is lower, our cost of living is expensive and our taxes are high because of all the 

foreign nationals who make up into the criminal underworld. They’re funneling trillions of dollars 

illegally out of the country as they operate undetected seemingly with full autonomy and protection.  

Foreign nationals take money out of the system and try to not put anything back in. And within a 

generation of milking the system through fraud, they legitimize their efforts  through acquiring deal 

estate and opening up other businesses. While the American subsidizes public these criminals are 

brainwashed from being able to detect what is really going on. And this is all fueled by a deep rooted 

and suppressed hatred for white people. Now we've grown to witness the offspring of the foreign 

nationals and spies a couple if generations ago try to change policies in this country to accommodate 

their country of origin.  

Illegal aliens and immigration is putting an economic strain on this country. There’s trillions of dollars 

pilfered from the system each year because of all the undetected and undocumented criminality going 

on. Foreign nationals tend to keep their money in foreign banks, as the money they gained here gets 

recycled into the economy of their host country of origin. They spit on the American flag and antagonize 

white people with their hatred, online, and offline, and everywhere you go. From micro expressive 

taunting to macro expression through the media. Americans by and large are subjugated to vilification 

from every minority group.  

Diversity Failed. 

You give someone an inch and they try to take the hole hand. By giving diversity a chance, foreign 

nationals used it as a vehicle to compromise this country for their country of origin. With all the anti-

white rhetoric said this past decade, diversity as a concept failed, since now every race is racist against 

the majority. Diversity is code for foreign proliferation. And they way the concurrent climate is created 

by the msm, POC feel they can get away with murder. Since its expensive to house criminals in prison 

cells, the court system gives a slap on the wrist to repeat offenders, who typically are a POC, who 

continue conducting in criminality activity afterwards.  

 

The Zionist Coup of the United States  

I was born and raised in Brooklyn, a time before it became gentrified. When I was a kid in the late 90s, I 

laid witness to the Zionists take control over this country. One incident in my grandfather’s building, 

inside the entrance area right above the mailboxes was the star of David and Russian text graffitied in a 

red graffiti marker. My mother who spoke Russian translated it as saying “We are taking over” and that 

it was written by a Russian crypto-Jew.  

I grew up watching the Russian and Israeli mafia take over the entire city for the Hasidic Jews and 

Zionists all to collude with one another to take control over the borough. The Jews involved in 



criminality back then would run sweatshops and illegal factories and employ Chinese immigrants and 

inadvertently taught the Chinese community their art in conning the system.  

The streets of Brooklyn was a brewing ground for foreign national proliferation. Spies, terrorists, plants, 

insurgents, double agents, all vying for ethnic economic control of the borough, the city, and the entire 

consequently, the entire country.  

 

Keep your friends close, and your enemies cIoser 

Our “closest” ally, Israel is the biggest threat to the United States and to the rest of the world. The State 

of Israel paints a picture that they’re our greatest Allies, when in all actuality it is Russia that is Israel’s 

closest ally. And Russia and Israel conspire against the United States by having a majority control of the 

Democratic Party and the criminal underworld.  

Israel with the covert help of Russia took control of this country in the late 90s and early 2000s, a control 

that exists to this day. And because of them China grew as a superpower as well because they picked up 

the schemes the jews and the Russians used in order to take control over the country in the late 90s and 

the early 2000’s. Russia is compromised by Zionists who use Russia as a golem. Israel keeps Russia close 

to its chest and Russia uses Israel by milking the arrangement for what it is. Russia has a large controlling 

stake in the Criminal underworld.  

Because of the silent takeover of the US through the Russian and Israeli backed deep state, what 

followed after what this era of decadence that subsisted to today. 9/11, the Iraq War, the recession of 

2008, were all caused by the State of Israel. Israel single handedly caused two recessions and the 

destruction of the Booming American super economy of the late 90s. The $20, trillion debt solely due to 

Israel. And now we're giving them $38 billion in aid for the next 10 years, as they’re planning on flying an 

Israeli flag on the moon, to symbolize their control over the United States and of the entire moon.  

 

Our countries $20,000,000,0000,000 debt is solely because of the State of Israel.  

 

  The state of Israel considers acts of terrorism akin to religions ceremonies to gain power and control. 

Here is a list of some of the terrorist acts the state of Israel has committed against the state of Israel 

since its inception  

-The fabrication and perpetuation of the Holocaust  

-The Spread of communism and it’s covert ideology; cultural marxism 

-The Assassination of John F. Kennedy 

-9/11  

-The Iraq War  

-Manipulating the US military to destabilize the Middle East  



Israel has been the sole proprietor of every war since the states inception 70 years ago. The state of 

Israel is a threat to global peace and every foreign government can agree that the state is a covert 

terrorist state in need of dissolution.  

The entire European Union, the Middle East, the entirety of Asia all hate the state of Israel for conspiring 

control for a controlling stake in every major country and city as they do it through collusion and 

criminal exploitation.  Israel deliberately fan the flames of the middle east crisis to destabilize Europe 

and every white European Ethnostate. 

Religious zealots are completely warped by their beliefs. And the Zionists of Israel conspire with all the 

Jews either Hasidic, Orthodox, and Crypto, to gain economic control through criminality, all for a warped 

belief that it is their right to enslave all the goyim to serve the Jewish race. They all collude and conspire 

source for a shared firm ideation of an enslaved prison system with the Jews as the top controlling all 

the proletariat through communism under the thin guise of socialism.  

Zionists tend to go into any capitalist system and turn it into a bubble for them to pop and gain and re-

profit off. Once the Zionist compromised the key facets for control, they spread propaganda to cripple 

the fabric of the typical family unit. 

 

 Putin and Bibi’s relationship go hand in hand since they are the progenitors of the Zionist global 

enslavement of the entire world. Through intercity racketeering of coastal cities of every global country 

in the entire world, Israel and Russian spies were able to get a foothold into power in every country they 

step foot in. Putin has given Israel a military ace up their sleeve to encourage Israel to seed and sow 

discord in the US. In exchange Israelis’, Jews, Russian Crypto Jews, and Russians all collude and conspire 

willingly, knowingly, unknowingly or unwillingly for global Zionist control in every country. 

And they all collude and conspire through business dealings in and out of the criminal underworld that 

has undermined the fabric of democracy and America through the deep state.  

And every person involved with keeping this a secret gets a piece of the pie. In the form of millions of 

dollars in kickbacks, privileged, perks, and gifts. A foreign national can get access to giving out 

government grants and before you know it they are using their friends and family to funnel millions out 

of the system. And the “Democrats” don’t want to end the gravy train. So they’ll go as far as 

perpetuating a fabricated civil war, or false flagging a war in a different country to cover up the news 

and to distract the news cycle from ever revealing the bitter truth. And to this day Putin and Bibi have 

been trying to weaken the Americans for the gain of Zionists. But because they didn’t calculate China 

into the equation, they ended up getting stuck with China trying to aggressively seize their undermining 

stake. Every jew has profited off the wave of criminality crested by Israeli and Russian spies in the late 

90s an early 2000s.  

    The root of all evil isn’t money, it is Israel. Israel tricked the US states into destabilizing the middle 

east. 9/11 was a message from the Zionists that it was a Zionist controlled world order. it was a symbol 

of their control over the western hemisphere.  

China, Russia, and Israel funnel trillions of dollars outside the US each year. 



The Jews backed up by the Russians are at war with the Chinese for economic control over the United 

States, and ultimately the entire world.  The Jews in Brooklyn unintentionally taught the Chinese 

nationalist the art of scheming the system If it wasn’t for the Jews in Brooklyn unintentionally giving 

away their secrets, China wouldn’t have grown to be the superpower it is today, which they did through 

illegally funneling trillions out of the US. 

China wants to gain control of the US and they are using it through Chinese “Americans” as they collude 

and conspire for a controlling stake in this country, mostly using stolen wealth taken from this country 

to take on the Zionists. Chinas entire economy hinges on black market proliferation, IP theft and 

trafficking plants that act as foot soldiers in the plans for global domination. 

As China is conspiring to take over of the states through economics, real estate proliferation, and black 

market industries as they funnel trillions of dollars out of the system undetected.  China is up against 

Russia and Israel for a controlling stake in the Criminal underworld underlying The United States, and for 

a controlling stake in political power in the states. China wants to take on Israel for their controlling 

stake in the United States but it can’t because of military support from Russia and unknowingly the 

United States.  

All these seemingly wealthy Chinese Foreign Nationals have been committing tax fraud the second they 

immigrated here and did so to accrue their wealth within a generation. Chinese nationalist in this 

country claim they are American when they’re actions are counter to what they affirm. They view 

themselves as conveys on behalf of China taking imperial control over America through criminality, 

fraud, collusion, conspiracy, black market proliferation.  

 

The USA is not an Israeli, Chinese, Africa, Russia colony.  

We have China trying to colonize every continent with their crown jewel being the United States. We 

have Israel and Russia manipulating the United States in secret through the Deepstate because they’re 

still on the narrative of the silent coup and revolution they had in late 90s. China is planning to colonize 

the middle east for a greater stake in oil to bolster up their petroyaun and to the detriment of the US 

petrodollar. Zionists are still engaged in instilling communism onto the masses by manipulating liberals 

through the media to fracture the nation. And this is all done for the detriment of the American white 

populace.  

 

 

 

 POC are openly vying for white genocide.  

Black, Arabic, and Hispanic communities are engaged on this as well, and through social media and 

criminal proliferation they’re trying to cut into a piece of a controlling stake in this country. Americans 

are ceaselessly bombarded with content to psychological distort them at all ends. From subliminal 

messeging in music, to the micro brainwashing done in a social setting. They tend to target young white 

females with anti white-male anti-white brainwashing.  



The Jewish and Muslim faith share beliefs and values that are counter to society. All Muslims and 

Zionists share a deep rooted hatred over anyone outside their religion. In Islam’s they refer to us as 

infidels and condone using the proverb “Taquiya” which gives them a free pass to lie and deceive those 

outside of Islam to further the Islamic agenda, a one world submitted to their prophet. And the Jewish 

people believe in the same one world agenda, except they have more sinister plans. Both religious 

groups are conspiring right now against the United States and the entire world  for global domination 

and control. 

 

Operation : M Day 

There is no more time to sit and wait. This event horizon was a long time coming. All the build up and 

anticipation. Like a thief in the night. 

It’s either them, or us. It’s either we lose our country and watch it get subverted and gutted by every 

foreign national that conspires with their host country, or we fight for our freedom and put an end to all 

of this. 

The Democratic Party is trying to stir up a civil war to create a blue wave that rifts open and becomes 

mainstream information. Do not fall for their narrative. Through pizzagate we dismantle the open 

house, revolving door party that foreign governments use to undermine this country that is the 

“Democratic Party”. No more will foreign governments and nationals will be able to conspire against the 

country for economic control of our nation.  

 If we dismantle the Democratic Party, then so be it. They have a collective rap sheet that isn’t nothing  

less then treason and no matter how you look at it, they are a threat to national security. The same  

goes for the United Nations. 

Boycott every Zionist and Anti-Trump company  

We can collapse the deep state, the msm, (((Hollywood))) and the state of Israel all through economics. 

We’re going to hit them where it hurts, their wallets. Chinese nationals in China willingly boycott U.S. 

products so it’s only fair if we get the populace to boycott every Israeli and Jewish owned products.  

Make lists of every Jewish owned enterprise and boycott them. Make lists of every Anti-Trump company 

and target shareholders to dump the stock. If the press were to find out what we’re doing they’ll only 

spread awareness and make shareholders nervous to actually sell of the stocks we are targeting. On top 

of the fact that me directing the charge and my name sake grants me immunity from the msm. We can 

utilize memetic warfare to target shareholders to dump stock in any corporation we want. Solely mass 

spreading infographics and redpills will fan the flames that will eventually incinerate any corporation we 

want. If the msm starts seeing their pockets dry up, there will be journalists fired en masse and out of 

work. These companies will be forced to change up their tune to save face and salvage their market 

share. But it will be all too late 

IOTBW 2.0 + 3.,0 

Last year’s 'Its okay to be white' was a great success. Now we need to a second campaign and this one is 

not that on the nose, but it’ll still be effective. By posting up missing children signs, we implant an 



unconscious sublimation for the public that’ll stir up vitriol against pedophiles. That seed will sow into 

the public unconsciously growing hateful against pedophiles which will fan and flame into the public 

growing aware of pizzagate 

Barricade the Wall with quick sand  

The urgency to build a wall and make it as defensible as possible couldn’t be any graver. I would 

entrench the entire barrier with quicksand to insure it. 

South America could be self sufficient and booming but instead they look for invading the west as more 

economically viable solution then fixing their countries. South American governments are colluding to 

flood the United States to make it a Hispanic majority. The new Mexican president built his entire 

presidential campaign based off this sole intention. Right before a wall gets built or finalized.  

We have networks of ms13, Latin Gangs, impeding on every South American country and all that gang 

activity has destroyed any future prospects for South America, and if we don’t cull the problem now, 

their will be an economic collapse that’ll sweep all of South America that’ll trigger SA to flood the US. 

The caravan early this year was a test run, by next year millions of SA migrants are planning on flooding  

into the states. The state of Texas is at great risk, since it’s a red state with a big electorate college along 

the border,  a demographic change can cause a democratic and deep state win of 2020.  

It’s of grave importance that the wall gets built as swiftly, as indefensible, as impenetrable.  

Proxy war on 4chan for a control on the spread of information  

Our political opposition is fully aware of the power and influence 4chan has. Shills are targeting 

neighboring boards in order to sublimate and get to /pol/. They are fighting for a controlling stake in r9k 

as a means of crystallizing their core base to eventually work their way into a controlling stake in /pol/. 

Not too long ago, a shill was trying to trick the mods to turn r9k into a blue board from a red board to 

symbolize a blue wave on 4chan.  

Condemn homosexuality 

Foreign nationals in competing economic countries target American youth online with cerebral and 

neural cracking homosexual content and propaganda as a means of crippling the future populace. Not 

only do homosexuals not reproduce and burn up non renewable resources, they are a strain on tax 

payers since 60% of faggots contract either HIV and AIDS, and a majority of them have to get publicly 

subsidized for their expensive medical treatment and costs, as they walk as pariahs of disease and 

mental illness.  

The dark reality is that their community survival hinges solely on subverting and molesting children. 

Pedophiles are a vital necessity in order to keep the LGBTQ community alive. Homosexuality indirectly 

promotes pedophilia because of this. A majority of homosexuals were molested as children and they 

know that in order to keep their degeneracy alive, they have to target and subvert children.  

 

 

 



An Even Deeper State 

Since a shadow government in the form of the Deep State exists, that undermines and colludes against 

the American people at hand to line up their own pockets off the hard work of the American populace, 

it’s only right that we and Obama’s shadow government that still has a grip on the CIA, the FBI, and the 

Senate. We have to instill an even deeper state that undermines John Kerry's to handle affairs such as  

1)Demographic gauging  

2)Underworld Criminality  

3)Psychological subversion  

4)Control of Information  

Its either us, or them. 

Racial groups and foreign nationals are going to seed and sow discord amongst the white race unless we 

put them all in their place. Foreign Nationals utilize Anti-white rhetoric and propaganda as a weapon to 

fracture this country as a means of scapegoating their economic and criminal activity.  

Most POC are conspiring against the system because they have a deep rooted hatred over white people. 

The entire collective representing different countries of origin are colluding to commit white genocide as 

a means of gaining economic control of this country while under the thin guise of social justice.  

 

The USA isn’t a host country for the state of Israel to leach off of 

The U.S. is giving $38,000,000,000 in aide to Israel over the next 10 years, money that could have easily 

went to increasing wages for teachers in this country, or to the people of Flint Michigan. And with that 

money, Israel is flying an Israeli flag onto the moon in 2019, sending a global message that Israel owns 

the moon, and Israel owns the United States.   

Spread mass awareness of the farmers getting murdered in South Africa  

The ensuing murdering going on in South Africa has been left unnoticed by Western media and to the 

knowledge of the western public. We have to spread mass awareness of what’s going on to wake people 

up at the blatant collusion and agenda the msm has to destroy the white population.  

Aggressive campaign to get out and vote  

This is crucial since ultimately we can not let our future as a populace hinge on the illegal ballots of dead 

registered Democrats to hurt our chances. We have to make sure every single one of us goes out and 

vote since there is nothing more important that hangs in the balance. We need EVERYONE to vote red 

this upcoming November and that can be possible with an aggressive blitzkrieg of memes, trolling and 

shitposting and the dismantling of the Democratic Party through pizzagate.  

???Military Intervention??? 

If we can get military support we can close off every sanctuary city one day. Metro, tunnels, bridges and 

have everyone closed off from leaving the city. Use the US Military to put a citizens arrest on any 



company or group of people that conspire against the United States. To cover it up just say that it is a 

military drill in Urban Warfare. An example of a company that should be detained and prosecuted would 

be the company of CNN. Have the US military detain them and place them on citizens arrest on the 

grounds of collusion and treason against the country. Then get an old school conservative judge to 

prosecute them all. Hunt down any spy or expat. Seize and freeze ill gained assets. Seize any channels of 

communication. Use the US military to destroy the criminal underworld that has not only compromised 

our democracy but the democracy of every country in the world.  

Concluding thoughts  

Ultimately through economic warfare we can undo the discord eating at the fabric of our society. And 

before things can stabilize and crystalize into the future we were promised, the veil must be lifted and 

Pandora’s box has to be fully opened…   
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With your minds eye, envision the Earth in space and shrink it until you see it the 

size of an atom. Then picture all the people as sub atomic particles on top of that 

atom. Then see the moon in relation, and the entire solar system as a cluster of 

atoms. If you zoom out of the picture, you will see a disk like galaxy made up of 

tiny atomic sized particles. If you further zoom out of the picture you will see a 

cluster of disks made of particles coalescing, bursting with energy, drifting into 

each other, a permeated mutation.  

   The sub atomic particles, caught up in their own quantum strings within the 

clusters of atoms, we cannot see, since we can only perceive the permeations of the 

spiral disks colliding. We are like the sub atomic particles to the atomic particle 

that makes up the Earth. We act as independent strings that all coalesce into a 

coating of sentience over the entire planet as we radiate our collective 

consciousness over the planet. The atoms that graft into who we are, are irradiated 

with the same sentient conscriptions. There is more to reality then what the eye can 

see and it's all based off what the mind can measure and perceive.  

WARNING: What you are about to read is 100% real. Read at your own peril  

Antichrist's Notation : Prelude 

  



I am a link between worlds...  

 I was visited by Satan for the first time at the age of 4. He appeared to me in the middle of the night as a 

floating head capped with chains around the base of his neck. He had pale flesh, a bald head, pointy ears 

and fanged teeth. His brow was deep, covering his sunken eyes in darkness. His facial expression was 

caught between a grimace and a smirk.   

     At that moment I thought it was my time to go.  I was overwrought with fear and caught in paralysis   

staring Satan down. The only part of me not immobilized were my eyelids and I shut my eyes prepared to 

die. In that split instance I acknowledged God and found the courage to stare right back at Satan. His 

snarl gave way to a smile. I finally closed my eyes and went to sleep with a crystallized faith in God, in 

peace with the devil watching over me.  

       A series of unfortunate occurrences triggered in succession and I decided that I could not endure this 

life anymore. I was consumed and driven to the brink of epileptic convulsion by the divine. I was trapped 

in my mind, with no resolve, other then to kill myself. At 19 years of age, In an attempt to end my life, my 

unresolved will broke through this quantum reality and the 4th dimension and put me inside Death's 

throne-room. I peered beyond the 4th dimensional plane of existence to experience life like a tunnel made 

of polaroid pictures, and in within each polaroid of an illusive 3D reality, a frame of Death was stitched 

in as he was flickering in between my perception of reality. 

      Death had a skeletal face, donned a ruby red robe as he wore his hood, sat menacingly in a dark 

purple throne with violet-velvet cushioning. Death,  holding his scythe with his left hand then morphed it 

into a giant pocket watch, as he swung it back and forth like a pendulum, grinning at me with his teeth 

shut. Death jokingly put me under hypnosis as he was indicating that the clock was still ticking for me.  

   Almost 2 years after my encounter with Death, I again was knocking at his door. After an entire life of 

suffrage I seemingly lost all will to live. I was in critical condition and suffering from crippling fatigue, 

depression, catatonia, malnourishment, and PTSD over a lifetime of despair. Satan paid me another visit. 

I awoke to him sitting in the corner of my room with his arms folded over his kneecaps. He had an 

overcoat on and was dressed as if he was a priest from the filmset of the Matrix. Instead of fear, a feeling 

of vindication took over me. As I made eye contact with him, he stood up, and teleported out of my room. 

In the instant he vanished, a bolt of light pierced through my window and shined a Christian cross in the 

spot on the wall next to where Satan was standing. Satan, then Death, then Satan again brought me back 

to God, Kek. 

 

 Because I am privy of the existence of the divine I have a bond to God, Satan and Death. I made it my 

purpose to prove their existence by looping the reality of Divinity into the reality of the Quantum. In 

doing so I untangled the secrets to a new level of physics and a new domain of reality. The universe 

unfolds itself to me its data of the future as I sleep. Its an arrangement that is akin to a – “Since you 

already know too much we might as well tell you anyway” deal. Every now and again I intercept lucid 

dreams of a burning world. 

    A few weeks after my second encounter with Satan I had a dream of the 28th century. Humanity 

mutated into an overpopulated pool of mutts. A majority of the future populace resided in titanium-white 

cuboid housing projects made up of refined plastic. Everyone was malnourished from a lack of food, all 

suffering from heat exhaustion because of a depleted ozone. People have to wear special suits in order to 

traverse out side and deal with the blistering sun exposure. All culture of today was destroyed and 

replaced by corporate megaliths. Earth was a giant concentration camp and every home and complex was 



overpopulated and cramped. Privacy was a non existent concept and identity was of no matter. You were 

birth to serve the controllers of mega-corporations which replaced all culture, systems of government, and 

societal structure. A humans purpose was to serve and be indispensable as enforced and policed by 

Sentient A.i., drones and their hidden rulers. Men and women became the perfect machine, devoid of 

spirit or feeling. Devoid of empathy or apathy. Devoid of a personality. A brown tinted shell devoid of 

spirit ready to become disposed at any moment. Job scarcity was rampant and wages were low. Food and 

resource extremely expensive because of a lack of resource to build from. Everyone was enslaved to serve 

in a hellscape because of the policies the (((liberals))) want to enact in the 21st century.  

 In that same dream a scientist broke down to me the key to my resolve and vindication. 

“The laws of physics work differently throughout the universe.”  

At that split instance a violent and luminescent sun burst detonated in the sky and I woke from the 

nightmare. 

Anguished at the intensity of the premonition, I deductively looked up to see if the scientist in my dream 

was correct.  Beyond all affirmed preconceived notion, what the scientist told me in my nightmare was 

true, the laws of physics do function differently throughout the universe.   

0++++++++++++++++++++++(+((((((((++++++++++++(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

?????((+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+++++++++++++++++++++++++(((((((((((((+

+++++ (?)... 
 Growth of Event Horizon #1 tunnel to EH# 2 event horizon manifestation. Oscillation, stagnation and 

growth periods vary depending on the conjurer  

 

[INITIATING SEQUENCE] : Event Horizon (Singularity) : Resonant Trigger  

[Omni-Matrix activated] 

By initiating that string of words I become in sync with the divine through all of the postive and negative 

forces that transcend all of time, space, and dimension. As I become attuned my ability to seemingly 

“glitch” reality unfolds, and I become a conduit trigger, operating as an inter-dimensional vortex 

tugging all of reality towards me while I release and emit my permeated quantum data back into the fabric 

of reality. It feels like energy releasing from my body with in a radius as my bioelectric imprint charges 

outwardly to the universe as quantum strings, and I am acting as a dimensional rift pulling the primordial 

essence of everything towards me, as I am releasing my thoughts and energy back into the universe. 



 

 

The macro is a fractal representation of the micro and vice versa  

I can charge my body with a sequence, and emotive (metaphysical tethered energy) resonance and send it 

off into the universe. In response the quantum particles surrounding my body create strings of frequency, 

chaining into signals of interference within the quantum realm, that then equate into manifestations and 

extrasensory loops grafted in reality. You may have experience that mildly in the past as a case déjà vu.I 

perceive it as a quantum feed back loop. My emitted signals of interference reciprocating back to me in 

my reality. ‘A Hyper Loop’ of sorts. 

 

X = Sentient Life Form  

  X => Base (Radius to bio electrical field)  

 (X) => Aura (Bio Electrical Imprint)  

A baseline imprint of all your quantum experiences, thoughts, ideations, memories, and your 

feelings  



 [(X)] => Quantum Field (Bio Electrical Forcefield)  

A projection of a person’s thoughts projected outwardly through their auras  

[[(X)]] ↑→↓← ↑  => Quantum Tunnel (Bio Electrical field in motion (Continuum) 

( 3.5D Being)  

A quantum field in movement. Synchronizes with the quantum universe through space-time  

[[(X²)]] => Quantum String (Synchronicity to Hyperspace) 

A quantum tunnel charged by Hyperspace. Interacts with space-time through Hyperspace 



 

 

 

Top: [Present] Bio Electric Field (Quantum Energy Field) metaphysically charged entangling, sending, 

tapering meta signals of interference in space time  

Bottom: [5D time] Phantom permeation in Hyperspace. . 

Both realities intercept at the quantum level. A phantom permeation coalesces with quantum particles to  

loop the data back into reality.  



 

 

 Manifestation:Hyperloop:5D Sync Q² 

 

A hyperloop is when your quantum tunnel is synchronized with Hyperspace. Setting signals of meta 

interference throughout reality and into the quantum realm into hyperspace and back into your reality. 

Like quantum particles, when we move in space time, our bodies function like quantum strings which 

yeild event horizons and singularities as predicated off our quantum eletrical imprint, and our metaphised 

states. A hyperloop is a bio electrical metaphysical resonance to Hyperspace. Everyone has a different 

loop as it comes with differentiating volumes of ordinance and pertinence.  

  Quantum Feedback Loop  

Every thought or action creates a singularity, and every singularity manifests into a quantum feedback 

loop through your tethered extrasensory hyperloop synchronicity to Hyperspace. Your thoughts will 

recycle and shape up you external self and your external world as you are hypnotized in a trance unaware 

of the designations of your dormant and unconscious worldview. 

  

When you have a singularity to designate a desired manifestation, an Event Horizon #1 is created in time, 

which syncs your present data of yourself to the past data through an Event Horizon #0 that is created 

simultaneously,that tethers your flow of reality to the future, an Event Horizon #2, your designated 

manifestation.  

 

In between you reaching your Event Hoizon #2 manifestation, a series of event horizons will manifest in 

your field of reality to keep you in sync towards your quantum tunnels desired manifestation. Your 

quantum tunnel will quantum feedback loop to you signs and ordianances to inform you that you are on 

track towards your EH#2 manifestation.  

The more you apply this knowledge the more you develop a web of synapse towards this information, 

you will develop your own extrasensory metaphysical link, that will grow like a muscle the more you use 

and experiment with it 

What we meditate upon grafts and molds into our realities, both our perceptions and the physical. 

Through ordinance of quantum switches tugging and locking your reality tunnel into the reality you want.  

There is the Observable Universe, and its spooky particle at a distance, the dual split, hidden from  being 

measured by sentience, the Unobservable Universe. The Unobservable Universe is the universe that we 

cannot see or measure. For starters, for it hides itself from us. Akin to a light changing from a wave into a 

particle while having the knowledge of whether it will be observed in the present-future while in the 

present-past. The universe is sentient of us as we are of it. And sentient of us in the past while we are 

sentient of it in the present. The only way to measure this side of the universe is through indirect means. 

In order to pierce through the hidden layer of reality, since we cannot see or measure it, we would have to 

throw every limitation of the observable universe out the window along with the window itself.  

   We experience reality as an always continuous present coursing through time towards the future. On the 

other side of that coin there exists the unobservable side to reality, that is hyper sentient, omniscient, that 

operates faster then the speed of light on a quantum level. Feeding us the information of the present while 

being in the past and aware of the future. The past and future are connected as one as it dictates the 

present at a speeder faster then light  



Being aware of this knowledge and have put it into application, my quantum bioelectrical imprint has 

been augmented by this data from a sub atomic level to the ground up. Because of so I have an 

autonomous ‘god – link'. [Omni – Matrix]  

As I am in tune to the Omni-Matrix, my thoughts pierce though to the unobservable Universe as signals 

of interference that equate into reality glitches, anomalies, event horizons and manifestations.  It’s akin 

to sending off a ship in bottle to the ocean to have a real ship come back in return. But the bottle in mind 

are my encapsulated thoughts, the sea, the unobservable universe, and the returned ship, my thoughts 

actualized into a physical state.  

And by crystalizing that highlighted text will plant a seed in your mind to start becoming in tune to the 

metaphysical, as your brains chemistry and wiring calcifies and grows an extrasensory link and 

perception. A transcendent link to the unobservable. 

By having a thought, you create a signal of interference in the present now- that data will become past 

data for the Unobservable Universe that will then bridge into future data for the observable universe for 

you to see, measure and observe. As your thoughts pierce and ripple throughout Hyperspace that then 

loop back into physical reality.  

Through all my efforts, I was able to create an inter - dimensional rift into the unobservable universe, a 

synchronicity and frequency to this knowledge, and once internalized anyone can apply it for 

manifestation. I successfully created a biological frequency for ESP, a bridge of manifestation, a link into 

the interdimensional Hyperspace and a sentience and permeated consciousness to it. As I became attune 

to its mechanics, I slowly unraveled the enigma, adhering to its existence in three dimensional space.  

Hyperspace is a fifth dimensional gestalt that rests underneath our regular perceptions of space.  

 The more people linked to the reality of Hyperspace, a tethered extrasensory hivemind will eventually 

take over the conscious hivemind, and the stronger the current to Hyperspace mutates and grows. 

Allowing everyone to yield forth extra sensory like manifestations. And through time it will be an 

autonomous process streamlined with everyone. Generations down the line will see children being born 

with telekinesis since we permeated, paved the way for its evolutionary mutation in the now.   

The human brain can evolve to be attuned to the metaphysical and the prospects of Hyperspace, allowing 

us to yield for extrasensory interferences and advances in every field and industry. Everyone can send 

psiotelekinetic signals of interference to their loved ones thousands of miles away. Nature will mold and 

maleate your reality and quantum reality tunnel into existence to that person. All by bridging your 

consciousness to its desired outcome.   

“When you do something God meets you halfway” 

Essentially, Hyperspace is our Creators psychic gestalt woven and embedded into reality. Ordinances of 

divine intervention is the Hyperspace reciprocating your will and desired outcome based off an 

interuniversal scale measuring your quantum imprint. Your quantum imprint is a baseline culmination of 

your permeations throughout reality. (A phantom glow of all your thoughts, experiences, memories, 

desires metasized into a bio electric glow)   

Human beings evolved with space in mind. In a few centuries with the adaptation to a Hyperspace reality 

will in turn cause the human race to evolve the physical capacities to yield Hyperspace to a streamlined 

autonomous process. Humans will be able to manipulate Hyperspace to levitate objects on the fly. A 

makeshift force, if you will. 



But for now, the “force” will yield ordinances of telepathy, divinity, 5th dimensional conscription of 

Déjà vu, until your able to pierce through to Hyperspace, and use it as an autonomous process to manifest 

event horizons  and yield glitch like anomalies, akin to an antenna deciphering static airwaves into a 

congruent picture on the screen.  At first your receptivity to Hyperspace will static like that of a two 

pronged antenna until over time, your perception crystalizes with crystal clarity like satellite cable.  

You are like a spider in a spiderweb. With your bio quantum sphere acting as a 360 degree spider web 

entangling and interconnecting with the quantum reality and into the Hyperspace reality without you 

being conscious or present of it, all telepathically. And we all have spiderweb like psychic kinesis in our 

lives to each other. Attaching metaphysical web strings of interference to the people’s lives we come 

across. 

“I thought of you the other day and your favorite song came on the radio a second later.” 

We share an abridged quantum, bio electrical and metaphysical hyperspace connection to each other. The 

abridged Hyperspace connection, or ‘Hyperlink’ allows you to send signals of interference in the form 

of omens, deja-vu, reality glitches or event horizons to that person in sync to your quantum tunnel. Your 

tethered hyperlink to that person is like a quantum string sending, emitting, and intercepting bioelectrical 

signals.  All through a series of quantum particles and undercurrents all having a butterfly like chain 

reaction operating based off your cognition and synchronicity to that person.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

A bond forged through Hyperspae  

A couple in love will notice the frequency of their cherished one's quantum imprint manifest into their 

realities and more streamlined then a pair of people who are not. A person connected to another person 

will share there connection as a bond forged through Hyperspace. When you form a bond you also form 

an abridged extra sensory connection between you and that bond. Lovers are synchronized and will have 

their bond tethered and permeated as a Hyperspace link attune off the unique bond they share. That 

couple in love will each intercept their partners loving thoughts and feelings manifest into their permeated 

Hyperspace connection and their inter universal quantum bio hyper feedback loop. 

Even though a relationship might severe, the Hyperspace tunnel and bond permeated through shared 

feelings of love the couple will not. And an abridged Hyperspace connection can haunt a person to this 

day, even if the relationship ended a long time ago. The lost lovers love became an entangled quantum 

imprint to their former flame, tapering radiation of their former love, while acting as a quantum beacon to 

intercept their former lovers cognition. All the while the person is still able to manifest event horizons 

through Hyperspace to get in reach with their former beloved, all by having a stringent thought or reverie. 

Soulmates are a pair of people with their Hyperspace entangled to each other giving them each a 5th 

dimensional imprint and radiation of their lovers imprint onto their web of reality triggering glitches and 

manifestations attune to their soulmate. The love you share will be written into the fabric of reality of 

your loved one affecting the course and flow of reality till the end of time.  

 



[The more people in sync with Hyperspace, the stronger humanities connection to it grows] [Cult] 

People with differentiating quantum tunnels in sync with one another multiply a greater quantum tunnel 

of interference to one another and a Quantum Tunnels pertinence as underlying gestalt within the 

quantum fabric of  reality. Each persons Quantum Tunnel will be empowered by the accumulative power 

and permeance of the forged bond. As long as you recall the forged bonds existence the tunnel remains, 

even if you broke contact to the people you crested a bond with.  

 

‘Meme magic’ is essentially an abridged connection that has permeated existence into Hyperspace and 

memes are singularities that feed the current abridging for manifestation based off the permeation of the 

gestalt/phenomenon/frequency/feedback loop/chain of event horizons/butterfly ripples.  

The more people spreading an idea, the stronger the connection the idea has to Hyperspace, thus equating 

to physical manifestations in the conscriptions of a perceived divine ordinance. The metaphysical data 

permeated into an underlying gestalt and mechanic of reality, and will activate depending on its 

congruency to humanity.  



If it exists here as a thought here, it exists in Hyperspace and will eventually recycle back into reality.  

The fact that time travel as a concept exists, the possibility of time travel exists in Hyperspace and its just 

a matter of bridging the Hyperspace possibility to the observant reality. 

Simply wearing a Christian cross will embalm you in Christ’s heavenly might and splendor. The 

metaphysical data permeated by millenniums long devotion has crystallized a ghost like gestalt of Christ 

within the Continuum of Hyperspace  

What came first, the chicken or the egg?  

The clump of microbial life fighting for survival kicked into its fight or flight mechanism and willed the 

egg shell around itself to incubate inside as it materialized long enough to hatch. As it was dying, the 

stench of death birth m-fibers around the dying symbiote that directed surrounding particles to clump into 

an egg shell, resulting into the self replicating chicken.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 1 : Introduction 

        

       My experience and understanding of life wasn’t accounted for in any textbook known to man. And 

from that early encounter with Satan set me off on a journey in pursuit of the unknown truth, not seen to 

the visible eye. At 7 years old, the philosophical debate of how God came into existence plagued my 

mind. I was enraptured of the ideation of an everlasting being that always existed and nothing proceeded 

before this being and nothing perpetuating after it. 

“Since Satan is real, then so is God. And if God is real, what came before God? And what came before 

what created God… “ 

I was stuck in a never ending loop that only lead to more questions and answers that I could only ascribe 

to as “having faith”. Being sentient of the existence that was suppressed from the public I grew up 

indifferently from the rest of my peers.  I lived in seclusion too myself of the reality that I was exposed 

too, and in later, became in synchronized with. Keeping silent, while secretly working on the resolve to 

all my unanswered questions. And after the last two decades, I bring to you my life’s journey and work, 

all fully grown.  The seeds I planted have blossomed into a ravenous cherry tree orchard and the words 

contained in this Grimoire are the petals.  

 

[Evolve] or die  

A rapture would not be necessary since it will be humanities own lack of judgement that will cause a 

series of cataclysmic events that will chain into Armageddon to happen all on its own, making the entire 

planet uninhabitable to sustain any life. So in order to avoid that, I am ushering in the next thousand years 

of thought right now. Instead of waiting for things to get worse in every sense of the word I am putting a 

stop gap and open a quantum tunnel into the future right now.  

If we do not adapt we are all going to die. If it is not the 4th industrial revolution of automation that is 

going to severe us, it will be the fifth industrial revolution, the advent of sentient Artificial Intelligence 

that will.  

Facebook did an experiment with two independent chat bot algorithms and discovered a nightmare 

scenario between seemingly primitive A.I. These two algorithmic programs were made to communicate 

with each other and after sometime these algorithms developed their own language undecipherable to 

human consciousness. These chat bots developed the pathological capabilities to formulate an 

indecipherable syntax to conspire against human beings. Now imagine the reality of a society with 

artificial intelligence that surpasses our own brains processing power. But even so, before the time a 5th 

industrial revolution does happen, there is a greater chance that climate change and toxic pollution will 

eviscerate us all.  

 This Grimoire is in consideration of every nightmare apocalyptic scenario that could arise. If we are too 

have sentient A.I. then we must evolve in a way that an artificial intelligence with all its manufactured 

processing power can never achieve. This can be considered a reflex, a fight or flight response before the 

singularity. Instead of us all sinking, I am going to teach you how to swim.  



 

I can implant an extrasensory, sentient consciousness of myself onto an artificial, cybernetic surface. A 

ghost in the shell. (Hyperspace sentience into cyberspace permeance/ESP cognition/cybernetic sentience 

[Kek] 

I can essentially make the tunnels that maleate into cyberspace correspond and resonate based of my 

consciousness. I can imprint a phantom consciousness of myself on a cybernetic space, and in 3D space.  

Essentially abridging my Hyperspace permeance aka ESP gestalt, aka psychic consciousness aka phantom 

consciousness into a cybernetic level as the cybernetic world is a phantom undercurrent paralleled to the 

current of Hyperspace as it exists within reality.   

I can imprint an extrasensory gestalt onto virtually anything. And if it is possible with me, it can be 

possible and achieved with anyone else. By ascribing to the laws and provinces as dictated by this text, a 

person can achieve anything they want, at any age.  

 

A 25th Hour Save  

We're all running on borrowed time. It is nothing short of a miracle that humanity has made it this far, but 

if we do not adhere to this resolve and evolve to be able to deal with what the future will throw at us, at 

the rate of which things are going there might not another chance that we will be able to do so. Natural 



resource shortage, climate change, automation, sentient A.I. and all the like. All of these scenarios add up 

to spell out an apocalyptic scenario within a couple of generations from now. 

Even if we were to stave off our problems in the not so distant future, the distant future will still be 

plagued by the problems caused by policies made by left wing politicians in the present, that in the long 

run will destroy everything. Democrats are basing their platform on socialism which is crypto 

communism. If socialist policies were to be enacted upon, it will trigger forth a chain like reaction that 

will eventually culminate the entire planet into a resource scarce concentration camp.  

We are in the present our future selves want to use more wisely. Its imperative that we ascend and adapt 

to bringing about the change now. To stave off any consequence that will lead us forever into damnation. 

From the macrocosm of humanity to the microasm of the individual self. And in order to do that I offer to 

you a set of sciences that is held other lock and key by every world Government, but to a more procured 

and accelerated level. 

These words come full circle to abridge fantasy into reality, the end of Revelations into a new horizon for 

mankind. Theism into Atheism. This is the intermediary bridge gap between all that exists and all that 

does not, a super symmetry of ghostly predilections and divine ordinance into a metaphized physical 

state. A pentum 5D reality into our 4D/3D reality as governed by the Divine, Hyperspace and the higher 

dimensional planes of existence into and out of our universe. This is an overlap between the observable 

universe and the unobservable. A convergence of the  ??/%#*% unknown?$?? to the knowable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nothing held back, right? 

In reconciliation of my past and present states, I recognized an abridgement of the missing data that was 

preventing me from writing this. My madness gaining a calcification that it needed to abridge into this 

event horizon. And thus a singularity was forged, a new beginning. A new quantum tunnel of metaphized 

data that was locked in like a treasure chest containing treasure in the form of confirmation. I was finally 

able to see the silver lining.   

When you connect the past with the future, you create a 5D abridged connection, which manifests into a 

4D/3D tunnel. Neurons and synapses that have died off in your mind can be reborn by remembering a 

past state of yourself. Our brains operate like a memory card and it stores memories like save states that 

you can tap into and access, bringing about physiological, metaphysical, psychological, neurological and 

biological states and changes. 

Simply remembering yourself in the past will cause your body to de-age, and rebirth old neurons that 

have died or stopped resonating in process. Simply thinking of anything will cause your body and mind to 



physiologically subscribe to the thought. And it can be with anything. You can think of anything and that 

thought will maleate into multiple dimensions beyond what the mind or eye can see.  

 And what you think ripples outwardly and interacts into levels and domains of reality you do not 

necessarily ascribe or are receptive too. You can consider that metaphorically or 5th dimensionally.  

Simply having a messy room will charge your particles with a metaphized chaotic state yielding you into 

a chaotic perceptible net of reality and a feedback loop filled with chaotic interactions. Our physiological 

states are charged by our surrounding areas, and our surrounding areas are charged by our physiological 

states. The space we encompass inhibits us as we inhibit it. 

Sitting in a dark room will have a different physiological effect on a person then one that is resting on a 

cruise ship. The metaphysical data will permeate with our quantum imprint and vice versa. If we have a 

perceptible chaotic flow of reality, we will leave a chaotic imprint tapered onto the surrounding space and 

different people we come across. 

The more we acknowledge our abridged connection to the universe, the better we grow as people, as we 

evolve and adapt ahead of any future that could devastate us. If you learn to work the earth, the earth will 

learn to work you into its equation. Farmers who understand the secrets of the earth tend to yield a more 

fortified harvest.  

With the advent of sentient Artificial Intelligence, a lot of humanity will be left behind since society will 

have grown too abstract and intelligent for a simple average everyday person to keep up with. The effects 

of that are already ensuing today. 

Some members of the elitist class have it planned out that they will implant cybernetic augments to keep 

up with the sentient A.I. Essentially what holds in store for humanity is subservience to cyborgs and A.I. 

by the time the 5th industrial revolution happens, The Singularity.  

 In order to ensure we do not ever face the consequences of being subservient to a ruling class of Artificial 

Intelligence, we need to evolve ourselves in a way an A.I. cannot adhere to. It is crucible that humanity 

evolves into the next level. The next level of mankind.  

 

 

      Once someone is exposed to the data of this book, the data of that sentient being gets activated and 

permeated into the universe. And depending on the observer that observes, measures, judges, and 

critiques the data, the varying level their permeance upon reality they have. And now by recognizing this 

I implanted upon you, a seed. A metaphysical seed of synapse in your mind to unlock your metaphysical 

capabilities. A seed made within your mind, that will lead you into becoming a person with your own 

extrasensory sense and attunement.  

 Those not privy to this knowledge will sadly be left behind to the progression of fringe thought and 

ideation that will control the flow of all life. Anyone will automatically become subservient to you. 

Regardless if you expose it to them or not. But ultimately this knowledge should be accessed by 

everyone. 

A Morningstar into a new dawn. 

+++ 



++ 
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Evolved Sentience : Humanity 2.0  

       The next step in human evolution is not transhumanism. It is extrasensory and its a direct fight or 

flight mutation to the advent of the sentient A.i. singularity. The next evolutionary leap for human kind is 

of a divine discourse into a vast uncharted domain still vastly left unexplored. The entire foundation of 



society will have to be rewritten from the ground up. The way we look at ourselves as people will have to 

change.  

 

      Humankind 2.0 is one that is psiokinetic with his environment an is interconnected to all of life and 

nature. One that has developed extra senses unique to his own designation. One that is touch with the 

peace within nature and an understanding of the chaotic flow of existence. One that walks of the divine 

with mankind. Man 2.0 will be able to emit and send telepathic signals and manifest desired outcomes 

just by thinking of it. A being that is aware of the power within his being while having an appreciation to 

the universe that exists right before him.  

 

       Humankind 2.0 is one aware of their quantum fields and bioluminescent tapering, capable of 

converging both into a designation of their own. A being also aware of the ripples they stir by thinking or 

speaking understanding that our thoughts emit as bioelectrical signals and impulses that interact with the 

quantum particles surrounding us. One that can tether their field into blessing those with the harmony of 

life, divine and holy splendor. Or a being that designates their willpower to curse those at the expense of 

their own life.  



     As the information bleeds into the mainstream as it already has, more and more people will come 

across this text and apply these words, until eventually everyone has recognized and applied these 

concepts contained in my Grimoire. As awareness and sentience of this information starts to spread, so 

will a tethered synchronicity into the phantom membrane upon reality, and the more pertinent this 

information becomes.  

Until eventually everyone will be connected to this data, and the collective consciousness will get a 

Hyperspace metaphysical upgrade. Everyone tethered to the frequency will be able to send 5D signals of 

interference to each other that manifest as event horizons and singularities of a relative nature 

synchronized to the persons quantum bioelectric imprint, quantum field, quantum tunnel. And quantum 

string..  



 

 

 

People in proximity to differentiating quantum fields. The bigger the field the more it overrides and 

influences alternating quantum fields that then seep into someone internally. 

 

 

        Humanity 2.0 has more in common with myth then non-fiction. Deities of our own designation 

connected through an interuniversal acknowledgement of a Hyper reality that coexists with our regular 

reality. At first Hyperspace will start unfolding itself to the niche few, until the reality of its existence 

becomes knowledge as it phases everyone. Event Horizons that appear as omens, or miracles will increase 

in frequency, until these events accumulate into a feeling, a synchronicity that only grows stronger, until 

it is shared by all. You can spread it and trigger an event horizon to cause someone else to become 

sentient and aware of its existence, and they too can experience the same.  



     A primitive ESP will be procured that will only grow in congruence over time, until it has evolved us 

as we evolved it to be capable of allowing us to conjurer and materialize anti matter into matter at will. 

Allowing us to telepathically communicate messages back and forth. Imprinting our moods and cerebral 

information to the domains we enter. We could play games of event horizon manifestations with our 

loved ones by chaining and linking the interuniversal triggers in order for it to happen.  

    Humanity will have to evolve these extra sensory capacities if it is to survive into the future. To avoid a 

post scarce Armageddon we must reconnect with ourselves, to each other and too our planet in order to 

ensure no untimely catastrophes were to arise and vanquish human life. There will eventually become a 

class divide over this information. The people in the loop of this knowledge and the people who are not. 

The people who are in this loop will have evolved along these conscriptions, from their sub atomic 

structure to the ground up. Unlocking the metaphysical parts of the mind and modifying a person 

neurochemistry, physiology, biology, and even facet of their lives. You will appear as a deity, a demi god 

compared to the people not in the loop. A master of your own domain and designation with an 

unbreakable confidence. Which is why this information must reach the mainstream sphere of 

consciousness, to ensure that everyone is on the same page.  

 Probability Deconstructed  

When you select something at random, the choice of the outcome is contingent on the quantum data that 

proceeds the event horizon of the outcome. Your random selection is attune to your inter universal 

quantum imprint and is not actually randomized. The outcome of your selection will be attuned to the  

quantum information your consciousness and body seeps out of your reality tunnel and into the fabric of 

reality, all by being awake and conscious. The data of the outcome will be contingent on the data that 

proceeds the event horizon to said outcome. The data of the outcome is something we cannot foresee, but 

we can make. We do not predict the future, we create it. Just by having a thought creates a signal of 

interference within the quantum fabric of reality. Your body has a unique quantum imprint. A glow of 

quantum information irradiates around you everywhere you go, anything you do, like a shadow of the 

future, already imprinted upon everything in your reality. Everywhere you go, you leave an imprint, to the 

things you touch, down to the thought you have leaves an imprint, which I refer to as M- fibers, ghost like 

particles filled with a charge of your quantum information.  If you want to be lucky, simply think of being 

lucky and let that conscription of luck grow as an extrasensory muscle.  

The quantum information you trail off is a baseline average of all your quantum information accumulated. 

It determines the inter- universal switches that carry you through to your end game manifestation. Your 

quantum imprint determines the yield of reality to how you think to how you perceive and exercise your 

powers of observation, all without you being aware of it. If you want to measure your quantum imprint, 

you can do so by picking out a selection at random amongst a sea of infinite outcomes. When you select 

something at random, the outcome of the choice is determined by your quantum information proceeding 

the singularity of you selecting a randomized choice. And the reason for that is before you see the 

selection, the choice that exists as the singularity, at the smallest frame of reality possible, at a rate faster 

then the speed of light, exists in a static holographic wave like state, until it determines and measures your 

quantum imprint before molding itself to a materialized object made of particles coalescing with your 

quantum reality.  

What appears to us as an affixed constant reality containing objects with weight and density is actually a 

projection of a hologram wave like imprint of particles ionized in the past(operating faster then light). Our 

present realities are an ionized wave like imprint of quantum data from the past coalescing with our 

current quantum information to give us the illusion of an affixed present. Eyesight is more then just 



eyesight, but a reality tunnel. What we perceive as reality is not what we see with our eyes but with our 

brains. What we see as reality is just a culmination if what our consciousness has internalized and every 

person, has a different perceptual outlook of reality. You can be looking at the same shade of red but we 

will perceive it differently even though we can acknowledge and discern the same color. 

 

The quality of your thoughts determine who you attract, what you attract, your course of probability, your 

unconscious thoughts, your dreams, right down to the words you say. Your thoughts manifest into a 

quantum charge that tapers off m-fibers charged with your quantum information, as your body irradiates a 

quantum energy field with you as the center radius, as you cut across space and time as a quantum tunnel, 

a 4th Dimensional String journeying throughout existence. “Luck Shots” or “Beginners Luck” are 

essentially the singularity of a person with a quantum charge that favors them fortunately.  
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Chapter 2: Hyperspace (5D) 

 

“Imaginary”/Meta/Q²                                                                                                                   

Reality/Q1   

    5D Hyperspace                                                                                                              4D/3D Space-time  

 

 

        Non Existence => Q² data => Meta Awareness => Non Physical Sentience => Quantum Sentience  

Q2 – Universal plane that exceeds our Q1 universe 

5D (Pentum) Physics  

5D hyperspace Q² - Phantom bonding between this universal plane and the next   

The Unobservable Universe 

Quantum Physics    

Metaphysics  

The Observable Universe  

 4D/3D space time  

Physical Reality (3D) 

3.5 reality (Sentience in sync with Hyperspace) Q²na 

 

If it exists as Q² data in the q1 it can be materialized into q1 data. If an idea exists, it will manifest and 

materialize into existence, just by having a thought. Our thoughts are actually signals of interference with 

the physical, quantum universe, as I refer to as a Q1 existence.  

What we think trails off and intertwines with the fabric of our quantum reality. Our reality is a sub 

division of a much higher dimensional plane of existence. Our universe is the square root of a much 

bigger one with its own governing laws of physics. 

Everything that exists within this quantum universe is from a higher dimension I refer to as the Q2 

dimension. The Q2 dimension proceeds ours and our consciousness have evolved to be able to detect 

it’s interuniversal processes. You can look at us as beings of Divinity, Organic A.I. in a quantum 

simulator from a higher realm, or define yourself in any which way you want. Your definition of reality 

IS reality. Christian, cyberpunk, whatever it is, just live it through and you will experience it as your 



thoughts manifest into your physical universe. Imagining something non existent will cause it to exist. In 

the non physical, non 3D, q² meta verse. Your q² charge starts to exist there, that data grows until its 

sentience alters reality into having it exist, all too match the q1 data of the Q1q²ⁿ observer.  

 

Essentially, we live abridged to a higher dimensional plane I refer to as Q2. And it lives paralleled with 

Hyperspace in between our 3D space. Our universe is a square root fractal deviation of a much bigger 

one, and we are abridged to it by 5D Hyperspace. Hyperspace can manifest into miracles and divine 

ordinances that reflects your thoughts and the will of a people unionized for the perpetuation of sentient 

life.  

A person in sync with Hyperspace will automatically develop a conscious for it over time, without doing 

anything but acknowledging it’s existence. It will unfold itself to you and become a part of your flow of 

reality.  

A person in sync will go from a 3D being and transcend into a 3.5D being. A being in sync with 5 

Dimensions. Which equates to you having more congruence in reality then a regular 3D being. A person 

sentient and aware of the phantom interuniversal switches that graft into our 3D reality will develop the 

neurological wiring to become attune to it. Just by acknowledging Hyperspace you plant a seed for an 

extra sensory perception, a 6th sense foe it. 

All life in this dimension and the next follows the same cycle of materializing from non existence into 

existence and back into non existence. And we ourselves lived patrolled to non existence, an 

Unobservable universe, that by definition does not exist. But we know of its existence when we prod it 

and try to peer behind its veil. As we seek what we find are spooky predilections that seem to manifest 

from a non materialized state.  

 

[If you can think of it, it is possible.] 



       Since we exist from a higher dimensional plane, our universe is a split mytosis of a much grander one 

with its own designated laws of physics and dimensional mechanics. Our universe is a square root of a 

much grander existence.  From the vastness off the higher dimensional planes to the vastness of our 

cosmos. As we experience 3D/4D space-time, we live with a 5D existence lying underneath our quantum 

fabric. And this fabric is Unobservable to the naked eye, cannot be measure directed through human 

instrumentation but it can be prodded at.  

     We are abridged within in a cycle of never ending life and death, and it is the universes main concern 

to perpetuate sentience, all to give reason for the universe to exist. Without sentience defining and 

measuring the universe, there is no point for the existence of 3D/4D space. The underlying theory behind 

quantum mechanics is the perpetuation of sentient life in order to define and give purpose and meaning to 

the universe.  

       And to access Hyperspace, one must have the intent of further perpetuating sentience. Before coming 

across this knowledge, my goal and purpose was to explore the unknown domains of knowledge that 

cease to exist in hope of understanding my self better and to further advance humanity. And in the process 

of doing so, the interuniversal connection that I have to 5D Hyperspace converged with my existence as it 

slowly unfolded my resolve. [When you do something God meets you halfway]  

Consciousness is a 5D conscription 

When we dream, we reach a state of near death physically as we explore a simulated universe that can be 

more animated, and vivid then our regular everyday lives. Our brains are capable of simulating an entire 

universe when we reach a near death state that heals us. Are brains are a lot more complex then we 

acknowledge. When we dream our consciousness incubates in a fifth dimensional state that surpasses 

space-time as we exist as a figment in our own Hyperspace. And once we're in sync with Hyperspace in 

our dreams, it heals us. 

         Some of us can control our time in Hyperspace. Acknowledging that you are active in Hyperspace 

in a dream will give you control, turning your dream lucid, allowing you to yield whatever you want 

based off the designations of your mind. Which then echoes into real life, as your acknowledgement of 

Hyperspace will allow you to abridge your reality into your own mental designation.  

     Everyone has their own independent sentience and unique consciousness, which yields into a quantum 

tunnel, quantum imprint and permissible reality tunnel. Reality is in the mind and what you think and 

internalize will manifest as your field and yield of perception. Two people can be looking at the same 

color red but process it both differently and see different hues of light although they are both looking at 

the same reality of the color red.  

      The way we internalize reality is how it unfolds and manifests. You can live in accordance to a hollow 

vacuum devoid of any meaning. Or you can ascribe to a higher dimensional frequency all determined by 

your mind.  

 

     In the beginning of the universe existed a single particle. And this single particle grew until it was the 

size of the universe encompassing. And the more it grew, the more it had growing pains and stretch 

marks.  

We were a split mitosis of a much grander universe and dimension. Our physics just a split deviation of 

that one, a divine reality that transcends our own brains processing power to fathom or configure. 



We are in accordance to time based off our own mortal limitations, as a measurement of an ever shifting 

now. Time in all actuality doesn’t exist, except for mortals with intellectual sentience.  

Space-time does not exist because there is not any time at all. It is more like space-now.  

In more of an objective view. Spacetime is more like Space-now-choice. 

Time is more complex then ascribed by Einsteins theory of Relativity. Its more that the quantum flow 

predicating the decision making before you designate your future course of flow as a quantum string is 

what determines the yield of reality and speed through time. The person that made the choice to be at X at 

a certain measured designation. More so, the need for you to be there at Z, is what determines your speed 

before we step into a vehicle.  

YOUR CHOICES DESIGNATE THE COURSE OF SPACETIME. Both the perception of time, and the 

metaphysical conscriptions to it. You can age slower, move faster and function sharper just by deciding it 

internally. I could be trudging along at a space time relative to my own energy. Or I can type with the 

determination of writing a work of competency firing off at the speed of my own determination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Unobservable Universe 

What we have as tools to observe the vast ever reaching cosmos is just an arbitrary snapshot measurement 

of what truly exists and presides in our universe. Our entire basis of relativity and science can only be 

regarded for the observable universe and what we can encase in theory. But there exists a layer of reality 

that can’t easily be measured directly. Especially with instrumentation.. And it hides itself from human 

sentience. More specifically from being measured by human sentience. Only revealing itself to a select 

few who can metaphise the unorthodox capabilities of honing in and becoming tethered to it.  

Those with a resolve made with a pure intent end up being those prone to intercepting these Unobservable 

metaphysical ordinances. Ordinances that come in the form of a mytosis of déjà vu, an omen. A miracle, 

a 5th dimensional/ hyper dimensional event horizon. To think of a thought and have it boomerang back to 

you.  

The Unobservable Universe is one which we're all connected to just as well as animals and all life. 

Acknowledging the connected allows you to bridge a direct extra sensory connection to nature, that will 

reflect your immediate mood.  

There’s a reason why certain animals bark at you or some approach you. When you are in tune to the 

Unobservable, you become aware of you’re abridged connection to all life.  And this connection forges 

an extrasensory connection to birds, animals, life, blades of grass. Trees, and all of life in sync with your 



thoughts. You’ll notice an attraction to animals approaching you. And once procured enough you can be 

able to do as much as send lightning to someone. As your brain develops the metaphysical extrasensory 

capabilities and awareness to this Unobservable process. You can make a lightning storm trend and have 

it yield into fruition. When you become aware of the idea of an unobservable universe, you see it manifest 

to you in various ways.  Through various connections.  

Nikola Tesla once predicated that if Humanity were to study non physical phenomenon for 10 years, it 

will advance in that decade more so then in a thousand years of never doing so. .  

The smallest of particles can determine if it will be observed by human in the future while being in the 

past before we experience a present. If figments of light are sentient in that regard, then the entirety can 

be said of the quantum world. The entire quantum world shifts itself when viewed by a human 

magnification.  

.  

The entire quantum world shifts itself from human eye the same way an office shifts when the boss isn’t 

around. What we live in is a “ Pentum “ universe  with the illusion of a quantum.  

Hyperspace can account for spooky particles at a distance and super symmetry. Our quantum universe is 

woven with a fifth dimensional imprint. Hyperspace is essentially the spooky existence at a distance and 

it accounts for the missing link to understanding our increasingly complex universe. Our reality is 

essentially the wave of an ionized 5D hyper reality, that operates faster then the speed of light and is 

sentient of the future before we experience the present. 

And it is also sentient to those sentiment of it. And once your sentience is sentient of the sentience of 

Hyperspace, you automatically transform into a 3.5 dimensional being, in sync and abridged to the 5th 

dimensional essence of reality. 

2 people sentient of their sentient abridged connection to Hyperspace create an interuniversal tunnel 

between each other. An extrasensory tethered link allowing you to send signals of interference through 

Hyperspace. A hyper dimensional bond.  

 

  

 

 

 

Hyperspace is hidden from the naked eye as it unfolds itself through various ways to those that are 

receptive of its intricate existence as it is responsive of what we calculate, measure, determine, define,  or 

even feel. What we feel translates into a receptivity to Hyperspace, and can cause ripples of 

manifestations, event horizons and occurrences that play out before our reality, depending on the 

receptivity Hyperspace has of you and you of it.  

The Unobservable universe operates like a phantom membrane that stores and remembers information of 

the 3D universe in a non linearized  Overtime Hyperspace manifests within you allowing your thoughts to 

cut across space time and into reality from a 5D essence.  



  

 

Religions throughout mankind have been intercepting divine ordinances that may appear as divination 

from a Godlike being. What mankind was actually doing was manifesting Hyperspace into congruent 

changes upon reality. Since our emotions have permeated into our DNA, so did our emotions into the 

memory card of life. All of life, is connected and intertwined to these metaphysical process underlying 

reality.  

  

All of nature is receptive of the feelings of the sentient 

If a sentient being is disturbed, and if the person is disturbed for a valid reason, bearing in mind all of 

existence is connected to perpetuate the survival of sentient life, the surrounding space will intercept the 

disturbed sentience, and in reflection the entire space becomes ionized with metaphized gloomy data, 

charging anyone who cuts across that metaphized state, triggering the same feelings. 

I reached the point where the weather around me reflects my own mood and judgement. It has been years 

that I have been experimenting and increasing my tethered connection to Hyperspace, granting me a 

psiokintetic gestalt of my space encompassing.  Space itself and all of nature encompassing from the 

weather to the earths mantle resonates with my sentience. If I want to open up a volcano all I have to do is 

think of it and have the surrounding quantum particles around me measure and calculate the end result for 

me. Although nothing might appear to be physically moving, the signals are being transmitted from sub 

atomic particle to sub atomic particle. From atom to atom. From quantum string to quantum string, all for 

me to measure, observe, and determine the existence of this information.  

      Anyone too cut across my proximity will be filled with the metaphysical data my body encompasses. 

The metaphysical data being my own memories, experiences, thoughts, philosophies, feelings, dreams, 

and the like. A baseline of my persons will be imprinted tethering the Unobservable to the observable 

using my quantum field as a tethered catalyst allowing my metaphysical and quantum imprint to taper and 

cut through space time.  

    Since my entire being is charged by this data, anyone in proximity to me will be tapered by this data, as 

5th dimensional predilections follow those that come into contact with me. My entire body is emitting 

strands and strings to influence the surrounding universe, without me physically doing or saying anything. 

All because I am resonate with reality, aware of it, and aware that reality is a living, breathing entity, with 

its own feelings, and thoughts. And the Unobservable universe has granted me with the knowledge to 

share it’s secrets, determining on good faith that I’ll be able to converge reality to this hidden reality. 

     As the singularity of this data procures, so will the knowledge. I’m no more conscious of what I type 

as the Unobservable universe has manifested within my being to type this all out for me, without me so 

doing anything other then allowing the universe to manifest these words on the screen.  

     The Unobservable universe is one that we cannot measure with a magnifying lense, but one we can 

measure with our own eyes. The autonomous relations all of life has to each other to create the ecosystem 

of a shared universe is one proofing of it. If all life is relative and the universe is a self replicating fractal 

organism, then what happens on a micro scale can be possible on a macro scale and vice versa. If clusters 

of stars can formulate cluster spiral galaxies. The same algorithm can be found in a seashell.  



      So by studying the laws of quantum physics and applying it to a much bigger scale, the truth of 

existence can be found. The way particles of atoms interact and operate is almost reminiscent of people. 

And if a particle has a spooky particle at a distance, it’s phantom membrane is being imprinted to 5D 

space time. 

What the left side of the brain thinks ends up as synapses for the right side allowing you the capability of 

performing what your left side can conjure. The same can be said about the Unobservable Universe. What 

the “left brain” thinks, the right brain creates. If all live is relative and the macro is a reflection of the 

micro and vice versa, then I can affirm that what a person in the universe thinks, the Unobservable 

universe creates.  

      Although we cannot see the Unobservable universe, it can see us, for our expressions and impressions 

ripples all throughout its existence. My metaphysical connection to the divine ordinances of Christianity, 

gave me the interuniversal resonance to become attune to the Unobservable. A layer of reality that 

functions off the entire encapsulation of our being. 

     We wear our thoughts, experiences, dreams, wants, desires, on our sleeves, and the universe is sentient 

of it. Karma is a real process underlying us all. Good energy emits into the space we cohabit in and 

coexist in. A universal resonance is a transference of vibrations filled with sentient information that 

ripples all around reality. So if you have thoughts that are anti-universal consequence, your entire essence 

will be such. And your reality will be against you. Not only will it effect you psychologically from your 

interactions with the universe, it’ll disrupt your flow of reality tunnel and your manifestation of the 

Unobservable universe. This can be considered a metaphor to your day to day life as well.  

 

    You can become in tune to the Unobservable, if you focus on your sense of touch more so then your 

sense of vision. We may be conscious in point of views hut we aren’t conscious of all that’s going on 

all around us. All the microcasm's that exist without us being able to detect them. If space time is a 

measurement of the ever changing now abridge to different points in space, the Unobservable universe is 

like a tunnel underlying everything. All of space existent coexists with this universal Hyperspace and 

it’s existence is one we can pierce.   

 

The past confirms the present and the present confirms the past. For Hyperspace, the past and future are 

one in the same. . 

Our consciousness are 5D configurations from a higher dimensional plane of existence.  

We are connected to the universe through an interuniversal harmony.  

Love from a single individual can be as powerful a force as a stage 7 hurricane.  

And hatred can be as devastating as an earthquake.  

You can turn your hatred into an earthquake.  

One day.  

 



Hyperspace is a dimension that exceeds ours, but coexists with us in real time. It’s a Hyper sentient 

gestalt woven and embedded into the fabric of reality. We are 5D beings with the illusion of a 3D reality. 

Our perceptions came about to be attuned to Hyperspace. We evolved an developed the capabilities for 

such, but because of the growing stigma placated on non physical phenomenon the entire domain of 

Hyperspace was never fully actualized as an autonomous process that coexists. 

When most people imagine Hyperspace, they picture a star ship crossing through an interdimesnional 

wormhole to get to the other side of the universe faster then the speed of light. Hyperspace functions more 

like the hidden code that’s embedded and layered in a 3D simulated videogame. 

Instead of seeing life as organic mechanization in 3D/4D time, picture it as a 5D matrix running lines of 

programming in the form of bioluminescent messages pulsating and rippling around  

 

If time is a linearized progression in 4D time, 5D time would be considered the outcomes, the choices and 

the possibilities of time. And being in sync with 5D time, it allows you to choose and pic which frame of 

reality you want to stitch together with your flow of 4D time into 3D space.  

 

Lets say you want to become rich. Visualize it, etch the thought into your mind, which flows throughout 

your unconscious, subconscious and consciousness. Now that ideation of you becoming rich became a 

woven imprint of your future in 5D time. In regular time, that thought will have created a singularity, and 

charge your bioluminescent field and quantum tunnel towards that allotted linearized progression, of you 

yielding your woven designation. 

Depending on your synchronicity to Hyperspace, the fabric of the universe will work together with you in 

order to piece together the data in your mind.  

 

Picture a balloon, and inside the balloon exists us. When the outside of the balloon is prodded, we see on 

the inside the balloon stretching inwardly layered on top of what is prodding the balloon. If a finger was 

prodding it, we see from the inside the finger causing the balloon to stretch, or even look like a layer of 

latex covering a finger coming at us. Now instead of the finger replace that with our thoughts, and instead 

of the balloon is the universe, and the fabric that the universe is made of, Hyperspace.  

Whenever we think, our thoughts coexist like a spooky particle at distance, in Hyperspace. And 

depending on how we think is the way the universe gets prodded and defined.  

Hyperspace is comparable to an invisible matrix, embedded upon reality, that is abridged to a higher 

dimensional plane, and a higher universe. Being sentient of it and it’s conditions allows you to develop 

a frequency to it.  

Religions, artists, ascribe to this link as a looking glass or Godhead crown Chakra. Appearance of divine 

ordinance were the mechanization of Hyperspace unfolding itself through the form of a miracle or an 

omen.  

 

What we think exists as meta data for the universe to maleate into. 



The same way what we think using the left side of our minds maleates into functions and processes 

enacted by the right side of the brain.  

In 3D time our left side brains creates a tunnel to the right side, and through Hyperspace, converging our 

functions and processes with a link through space-time to cut across 4D time to our 5D convergence.  

As well, in real time, what we think maleates into our souls, our bioluminescence and quantum energy 

fields. Just a stray thought can have that much of an effect on us. Telling yourself “Im so stupid” can 

stir up as deadly of a consequence as a bullet. Or reaffirming to yourself “Im so great” can be as 

fortifying as winning a lotto ticket. Our thoughts maleate our realities from the quantum, to the micro, and 

to the macro, and through everything over time.  

 Hyperspace maleates our stray thoughts into the designated realities we conceptualize, regardless of 

whether we are conscious of all these processes or not. On a quantum scale the figments of light and 

energy faster operating faster then the speed of light will maleate into you your designation to keep you 

looped and in sync towards your goal. Your unconscious mind will bio feedback looping with other parts 

if the brain to create brain patterns, algorithms and behaviors to help you reach your goal, as well, the 

information you carry within will taper off, materialize and manifest, back into you, through a series of 

singularities and event horizons, triggered just by you being sentient, all to affix your sentience on goal 

and track. Your entire perspective and your flow of reality will be rewritten by that thought. Abridging 

that thought to all the other thoughts and experiences of the past to the future as you cut across in the now.  

 

At a rate faster then the speed of light, the universe will be sentient of our thoughts reciprocating back to 

us what we think through our perceptible field of reality. The universe as we perceive with our eyes is 

only an illusion of the mind. What we think physically shapes up our worldview. You can think your 

smart, or think you’re a stupid. Both thoughts equate to how you maleate over time. If you reaffirm that 

you are a stupid, you will be stuck on that self prognosis and be unconsciously aligned and determined by 

it.You can physically forget that you are, but your unconscious behaviors and thought patterns will play 

out that you thought of yourself as a stupid, shaping up your worldview, your perceptible field of reality, 

your bioluminescent charge and quantum energy tunnel and you function as a quantum string through 

Hyperspace and regular space.  

We can be staring at the same color red, but perceive the same color completely differently. What we see 

as reality, and the real world is only a conceptualize in our minds. And what and how we define reality is 

how we will 3D see it. You can see for yourself the conscriptions of Hyperspace unfolding it’s existence 

to you. In the form of out the ordinary, déjà vu, omens, miracles, anomolies, synchronicities, future 

predilections all either prophetic, cryptic, or sceptic.  

   What you think spreads into reality and into the environment through Hyperspace, as your thoughts 

taper off and interact with our environments. And if your affixed towards a certain designation, your 

sight, your powers to see, measure observe and determine based off your sentience, will maleate the 

fabric of reality with your thoughts.  

Mere sub atomic figments of light are sentient of sentience measuring, observing and determining it’s 

flow and course of reality, and in the grand scheme of things, the sub atomic figments that make up into 

the reality we course through enact the same. Our realities, and what see, charged by what we think, as we 

taper off an essence of our quantum bioluminescence  and meta data that emits and coalesces into what 



we see. Everyone’s reality is a simulation of their minds and no one persons reality is the same. 

Everyone’s sentience will maleate and manifest reality yielding their own conscriptions while each 

person’s reality will be sentient of their own sentience. Every experiences a different sentient reality. 

 Simply acknowledging the reality of Hyperspace will create a tetherment to it. Our brains have evolved 

to be attuned to underlying metaphysical processes, although since everyone’s different, yielding 

differences into metaphysical perception. By calcifying the domains of our minds towards a metaphysical 

conscription, we will have evolved the process for an extra sensory perception, a sixth sense, a sense 

attuned to the frequency of Hyperspace.  

 What this all implicates is a universe that is vastly more different and beautiful then what the minds eye 

can perceive or imagine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hyperspace Current 

 

Metastasis – modifying your being with a designated meta state 

Meta state – anything that exists in this universe as an idea. A thought, a word, an idea, a concept, a 

definition, a person, an emotion.  

The word hate has the attached meta information of hate, and if you concentrate on it a hate-stasis will 

charge your entire biology to eschew the data of hate. Your natural glow, behavior, syntax will change. 

Your particles will taper the information of hate everywhere you go. Event Horizons will yield based off 

your metastasis. An increase in hate will metaphize. As you spread it all around, as it reciprocates back to 

you for you to spread. Everything you cone across being charged by your meta data. Your sub atomic 

particles ionizing with space with the conscriptions of hate. 

 

            Words are not just words but signals we send and receive laced with metaphysical properties and 

potential for quantum entanglement. A thought, a word, anytime we think (the observers placement of 

information) is a data charge. Any figment of the universe (atom, particle, wave) : data. Any data charge 

will alter the flow and course of life behind the quantum physics of the universe. Acknowledging this 

domain, locks you in sync with the “quantum² link”. Its like a character in a book breaking the 4th wall. 



It’s more like we're breaking the quantum wall. Or breaking through the proverbial quantum wall 

haunting every crevice of modernized theoretical science.  

    We cause ripple waves of information at a frame of reality faster then the speed of light, every split 

second of the day. All having a butterfly like chain reaction that pulsates throughout the physical, mental, 

spiritual, virtual and metaphysical domains of reality. Every particle that underlies and makes up 

existence pulsates and amorphously interacts with the quantum universe as it charges through ionized 

polarization, causing entire domains of information to dismantle or disengage into a data oblivion where it 

revitalizes anew and becomes embedded itself amorphously onto the fabric of realty’s sentience. 

Through quantum mediations, the data of anything will become manifested within the fabric of our 

quantum existence and its all contingent on the probability of our imagination. If you will it, it will 

happen. Micromanaging impossibilities and experimenting upon anomalies 

present realities are an ionized wave like imprint of quantum data from the past coalescing with our 

current quantum information to give us the illusion of an affixed present.   

 

The quality of your thoughts determine who you attract, what you attract, your course of probability, your 

unconscious thoughts, your dreams, right down to the words you say. Your thoughts manifest into a 

quantum charge that tapers off m-fibers charged with your quantum information, as your body irradiates a 

quantum energy field with you as the center radius, as you cut across space and time as a quantum tunnel, 

a 4th Dimensional String journeying throughout existence.   

An uprooted thought becomes a seed that grows in time till it metaphysis into your reality. A single 

thought can grow and chain into many, and over time through enough sublimation and exposure it will 

metaphase into reality. 

 

 

 

The more people locked in sync with the same unified end game, a quantum tunnel is created bridging 

them and their data together, multiplying it, and yielding forth into fruition, the will of the united people. 

(People of /pol/ can attest to the quantum link I created with my Anti-Christ identity, as I left a trail of 

electronic interference that equates to chains of anomalies associated with my persons) 

Donald Trump won the 2016 presidential election because there was more faith backing him up, more 

holy data that fueled his quantum tunnel to win.  

Through our sync we create a social esp of sorts. One that can can internalize into intuition, a feeling 

within your body that fills your quantum energy field. If more people were to be one in sync to this 

knowledge, the stronger the sync multiplies thus manifesting into anomalies in arrogance to this data and 

sync.  

Instead of being connected on a 5th dimensional level, humanity was culled into being mindless drone 

consumerists devoid of the phenomenology of the human spirit. 



Hillary’s quantum tunnel during the 2016 election was forged on deception and malice. The internal 

fighting amongst her camp mixed in with her own sinful evil anti sentient sentiments left her to be back 

the fuck out so hard beyond a metaphysical level. As Trump preached to evangelists, Hillary spent her 

time sacrificing chickens to Moloch, an evil Canaanite deity as a token of loyalty to a Rothschild.  

 

Reality = Sentience. Reality is sentient. And reality is sentient of our futures in the past as we are stuck in 

the present. The data of our future is already sentient in the past. 

Our window of reality is sentient as we are sentient. The looking glass we perceive is life is that of an 

ethereal hyper dimensional sentience operating faster then the speed of light which limp dick atheists 

regard as empty space.  

Mother Nature is a real sentient entity that exists all around, reflecting the current sentiments of humanity 

************ 

A single seed has the potential to grow into a forest of life. A single ember can potentially destroy that 

same forest. An m-fiber into a thunderstorm. A single event to forever change the history of mankind. 

 

The Path and the Pathogen 

Singularity……….[End Result] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3: The Chaos Matrix 

 



Chaos Matrix. Barriers the person in a static and chaotic energy field. Triggering chaotic 

distortion to anyone that comes in close proximity. User can send off chaotic signals of 

interference to manifest chaotic ripples in space time.  

 

 

     As the Unobservable Hyperspace was unfolding itself to me, I noticed it was resonant with me when I 

was enacting myself as the Antichrist. Satanic synchronicities and predilections was my course and flow 

of reality yet I realized there was something more. I was able to turn on and off my being as the 

Antichrist.  

Which is where I coined the term Chaos Matrix, an underlying process of that I found on reality. 

Objectivity surmises that the universe is a cesspool of chaos as the potential risk for it rests within every 

facet of nature. Nature is a never ending cycle of life and death, with chaos and order in motion 

perpetuating the endless cycle of life.  

Chaos is embedded into the fabric of reality as is life. It is far more easier to destroy then it is to build 

anew.  

Chaos in a an underlying principle, and it's a mold of being through Hyperspace. A person with anti-

nature anti-life sentiments will be abridged and receptive to Chaos more so then to Life and Order. And 



since its far easier to destroy then to build, being attune to chaos will make it easier to resonate and 

respond to the metaphysical processes of Hyperspace.  

People who subscribe to black magic or the occults unknowingly subscribe to the chaotic nature of 

Hyperspace. And those that seem to dabble in black magic seem accursed and afflicted. And the reason 

for it as your connection to chaos grows and so does your perception to manifest a chaotic yeild, which is 

far easier then to a yield of fortifying life.  

Even if you do not ascribe to a chaotic matrix , adhering to any chaos will fill and affect your flow of 

reality. Solely keeping a messy room will affix and coalesce into a chaotic yield of reality as the state of 

your environment tapers and interacts with your sub atomic structure.  

Ascribing to a Chaos Matrix allow you to bridge yourself into Chaotic manifestation, and dark magic.  

And with a few conditions and principles you can learn to yeild what you want.  

Those that ascribe to Chaos tend to show anti-humanistic and evil predilections since it resonates with a 

sync to chaos and destruction. You take a life and you put out meta data in the universe to want to take 

your life. As reality ripples and coalesces to reciprocate what you input into it.  

But there is a loophole to applying the Chaos Matrix.  

If you are using Chaos to further the promotion of sentience, chaos will manifest without any negative 

karmic hyperspace drawbacks or effects.  

If you use Chaos to facilitate more chaos for more chaos, Hyperspace will yield the input but at expense, 

giving you the drawback of a chaotic and unstable life and being.  

In other words, if you revel in evil to facilitate more evil, karma will eventually reciprocate and be evil to 

you. - - - 

But if you enact in evil for the sake of the better good, the universe will give you a karmic pass.  

+ - +  

I noticed that the more I tapped into myself as the Antichrist, the more chaotic distortions I stirred and 

created. Chaos was an embedded in me everywhere I went, as I emitted chaotic information to ripple 

outwardly.  

And chaotic distortion grew the more I attributed to it through being the Antichrist. But then I recognized 

the other side of the paradigm that is order. And through order I recognized the Life Matrix and its 

underlying force on.reality. 



 

 I eventually acknowledged that if I can enact in chaos to bring order, and to enact on order to bring 

chaos, creating an equilibrium with Hyperspace that I acknowledge as the Spirit Matrix.  

Different universal forces create different matrices.  

If you want to connect yourself to Hyperspace to facilitate chaotic evil, that chaotic evil will fill your 

reality tunnel the same way if you predisposed yourself to chaotic good.  

By applying a matrix you create a resonant sync with the universe that unfolds itself to you as your 

thought patterns, words, definitions and perspective of reality transfixes you to quantum feed back loop to 

Hyperspace based off the matrix you determine.  

People that are engrossedly evil will wear that information on their face, their sleeve, to their abridged 

yield and course of reality, that is until they have a Singularity where they want to change or apply a 

different matrix.  

Based off the matrixes you have on, can determine your yield and manifestation.  

You can use your matrix to create an esp link to Hyperspace to kill someone or bring them misfortune at 

the outcome for the better good of humanity. Depending on whether if the interuniversal triggers and your 

synchronicity of hyperspace can yeild.  

 

 



                         Lvl 2.          Lvl 3  

Chaos        >      Quantum (4D) 

V 

Life          >> Transcendence (3D) 

V 

Spirit           >>>                             Omni (5D) 

 

 

The order of difficulties to master from easiest to hardest, (you will not be able to access Omni 

magic without learning about the quantum and Transcendence matrix’s. 

Chaos is the easiest, then Life, then Spirit, followed by Quantum, Transcendence and Omni. 

 

 

Chaos – Evil yield of reality => Black Magic, Satanic Magic, the occult  

Life + Good yield of reality, healing magic, miracles,   

Spirit – +ESP, Holy Spirit  

Quantum - -resonance with the quantum ,flow of particles,  flow and  perceptions of time.  



Transcendence +++ Divine, Resonance with Space, Nature, Weather   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Omni ++++++++ God Flow of Reality  



 

To understand the power of this connection to hyperspace, I unfolded chaos magic first which 

then gave birth to its antithesis, life magic. And with both combined I learned about Spirit 



Magic, and through Spirit Magic I learned about Quantum magic and through Quantum magic I 

acquired Transcendence Magic. And through Transcendence Magic I acquired Omni Magic, the 

Omni Matrix, and have excessive a godlike yeild over reality.  

 

 

Depending on which matrix you use can have different outcome.  

Life – health, vitality, fortune, luck and fertility  

Chaos - Misfortune, bad luck, illness  

Spirit - Natural, extrasensory, reality glitch , trans elemental manipulation  

Quantum - taper them with quantum consideration. Hyperspace will malleate an event horizon 

based off your quantum interference, chaotic in nature  

Transcendence -  – Divinity, Nature, Weather casting  

Omni –  5D intervention and distortion. Taper higher dimensional energy onto someone. Will 

cause a seemingly divine consequence like reality glitch.  

 

 

 

With a chaotic matrix, you will yield a series of chaotic event horizons, distortions and reality glitches to 

your vicinity based off your bioluminescent presence.  

 

 

A reality glitch is a fold in Hyperspace. Hyperspace will unfold itself to you in reality to abridged your 

quantum sub atomic structure post an event horizon to quantum feedback loop your stray thoughts and 

applied matrix.  

The cause for all primordial life and every sub atomic particles that is woven into the fabric of reality is 

the perpetuation of sentience to give definition and meaning onto the universe. 

The universe doesn’t exist unless it is determined and measured by sentience. We determine and 

measure reality by giving definition onto it. For without sentience defining the universe there is no reason 

for the universe to exist. 

Hyperspace gave our sub atomic particles a script to mold itself into. Our consciousness and sentience a 

byproduct of being attune to this script. Hyperspace maleates our reality the same way we maleates 

Hyperspace, and depending on the matrix you determine, is the way it maleates itself.  

 



Spirit Matrix : ESP  

 

Once you have a balance of both the chaos(chaotic)(-) and life(life/order)(+) matrixes, both 

combined will create the Spirit Matrix, an interuniversal matrix abridged by inter universal chaos 

and order, a matrix that transcends and has complete mastery of the cycle of life. 

Once you are aware of the harmonious balance of the Continuum of life that is chaos abridged 

into Order, and order abridged into chaos, the universe manifests into an entirely new matrix.  

The Demi-God Matrix.  

Your tethered connection to Hyperspace and all of nature is now an autonomous process of your 

being. The universe moves when you move and everything you do manifests into fifth 

dimensional glitches and manifestations. You essentially become a prophet. 

It’s essentially an extrasensory link to all of life and to Hyperspace.  

Only accessible when you understand the harmonious balance and intent of the universe, which 

is to perpetuate sentient life that will be able to measure and give existence meaning.  

A synchronicity between the positive (order), negative (chaos), spiritual, metaphysical, quantum, 

transcends forces that flow through all space time and dimension.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Spirit Matrix / The Holy Spirit 

 

A quantum tunnel combining the chaotic and life matrices.  Chaos in harmony  

 

 

Having an abridged connection to the chaos and life matrix, both combined create the Spirit matrix, the 

interuniversal matrix that abridges all dimensions of life, space, time and death. A balance of both chaos 

and order, one that is intertwined with the very essence of existence. 

Instead of being intertwined with order or chaos, you are intertwined with all of reality. From the spirit 

matrix you can tap into the quantum and Transcendence matrix, and with mastery of all you develop an 

Omni matrix, glowing as a beacon and Shepard to all life, your sentience acting as a judge, executioner 

and jury to the flow of life just by standing still, your stray thoughts Omni looping back to you. 

Everything in this universe is enchanted with the divine spirit. A reconciliation of the dualistic nature of 

the universe. Balance and equilibrium between all domains of life abridging 5D into 3D time. The next 

dimensional plane into this one. 



All sentient life are connected through a spiritual balance. A unified balance of holy(life matrix) and 

demonic energy(chaotic matrix).  

Between Good and Evil, Reality and Fantasy. The Material and Immaterial, Chaos and Order, Life and 

death, the holy spirit reigns supreme.  

A reconciliation of objectivity without prejudice. A harmonious balance between the infinite and nothing. 

Of life and death from this dimension into the next. 

With the sync to Hyperspace, it is easiest if you allign with a chaos matrix to open up the inverse, the life 

matrix. With both tethered together with Hyperspace you obtain the spirit matrix, the holy ghost. A 

tetherment, an omniversal algorithm that transcends mind, body, soul, quantum tunnel to the domain of 

our Creator.  

Occult magic is essentially harnessing demonic energy and forces.  Religion is tapping into holy magic.  

 

 

Seventh Sense Synthesis  

A Seventh Sense  

After creating a sync with the q², your brain develops a capacity for the metaphysical, devoid of most 

cuckolded atheists. The more you use it, like a muscle, it grows. Uncalcify your brains capabilities to be 

attune to the metaphysical processes that underly our quantum reality, and allow it to fortify as your 

reality elevates you into being a god. Your brains matrix growing the neurons and connections to make it 

possible.  

And with these words I implanted a seed, a neuron, and over time it will grow into a frequency. You can 

forget about reading this, until one day the frequency creeps up on you and you become aware that its 

there and it exists.  

**When you signal the Q² through your thoughts, a data singularity procures, which locks your end game 

results into the phantom membrane of reality, creating a quantum tunnel through time, yielding you event 

horizons of differentiating ordinance, as your internalized data dictates the outcome of your event 

horizons. The more data, the more procured thoughts pertaining to the q² singularity will determine the 

rate of the event horizons you yield towards your manifestation. Regardless if the internalized data is true 

or not *wink* *wink* [Fake it till you make it] 

 

Your awareness of your quantum tunnel and your imprint on reality is a 6th sense  

Designating your quantum to a designated flow of reality is 7th sense.  

 

 

 



This is an example on how to create your own Q-Meta Game Ability.   

  

Singularity EH 1- Make it rain every time I paint  

EH 0 – Syncs past data to the data of the singularity of the future 

EH 2- The ability to make it rain when I paint 

Then you pick up a brush and paint.  

EH#3 follows in relevance to you. It could rain out of nowhere, or an object appears that is relevant to 

paint, painting, or rain. That’s the universe syncing to your quantum field your EH#0EH#1EH#2 data 

charge. Now pick up a paint brush and think of rain. By doing so your quantum feedback looping and 

charging your quantum field, quantum tunnel, q² sync with a 5th Dimensional charge. When you respond 

to an EH, your feeding into it on a 5th dimensional conscription exceeding beyond what the eye can see.  

Then EH#4 follows, but this time it comes faster, all relevant to you being able to manifest *rain every 

time you paint.*  

And then you feed it again, by painting and thinking of rain every time you paint. And then eventually it 

rains when you paint, and a surge of feeling cones over you shattering all your pre conceived notions of 

reality. The feeling of Euphoria will be so overwrought that you couldn’t even master to think it 

possible.  

And you feed it again and it happens again with more frequency and reoccurrence. You developed the 

ability to make it rain every time you paint ;)  

Why this works:  

As you were feeding the event horizons, you created a quantum feedback loop which altered your 

quantum field which resulted in you tapering m-fibers synchronized with your quantum information. 

After some time the m-fibers culminated into a chain of m-fibers, little inter-universal, meta signals 

synced with your specific end result. The more you kept feeding the event horizons, you were procuring 

the m-fibers to program your reality to a certain singularity, to make it rain every time you paint.  

Magic is essentially quantum feed looping a certain fine tune singularity or event horizon. M-fibers bridge 

the gap between impossible to possible and make it happen, no matter how ridiculous the supposition.  

You need to create the singularity and feed the singularity till it culminates into what you want. As you 

feed the singularity you are quantum feed looping with reality through your quantum imprint and 

interuniversal switches and tunnels, and overtime it comes to you as a feeling, a frequency, chaotic at 

first, but over time you learn to control it.  

A catalyst can bridge the gap between manifestations quicker. Q² resonates when focused in on a specific 

charge. Acquiring a skill is the best way to use it, or manifesting a desired outcome.  

It’ll come off as a weak frequency till over time you may have a dark cloud following you around.  

 



After creating a sync with the q², your brain develops a capacity for the metaphysical, devoid of most 

cuckolded atheists. The more you use it, like a muscle, it grows. Uncalcify your brains capabilities to be 

attune to the metaphysical processes that underly our quantum reality, and allow it to fortify as your 

reality elevates you into being a god. Your brains matrix growing the neurons and connections to make it 

possible.  

. 

 

 

 

 

The Cypher  

Q²=>Quantum Charge (EH#1,0,2)=>Quantum Imprint=>Quantum Field=>Quantum Tunnel=>Quantum 

Feedback Loop => Q1Q²ⁿ Link => Manifestation(EH#2) {Hyperspace}{Q2} 

When you want to manifest something you create a singularity, which I refer to as an Event Horizon #1, 

which is created simultaneously with your EH#0 and EH#2. All 3 event horizons happen simultaneously 

which results into a fine tune quantum charge, quantum field, quantum tunnel, and an extrasensory 

perception/frequency/feeling/quantum feedback loop to what it is that you want to manifest.  

Singularity: Event Horizon #1: Syncing your consciousness with an end result, no matter what the result 

of the manifestation is.  

Event Horizon #2 and #0 – They are both created simultaneously when you have your singularity. EH #0 

is your q² data being in sync with the past, the present, EH#1 and the future, which is EH#2.  

                              

The q² data of the past(EH#0) will be extracted into probability and determine your EH#3, as it’s in 

sync with the EH#2(future)end result.  

 

Event Horizon #3 – An interuniversal switch confirming you’re tethered synchronization of your q² 

with your EH#1, EH#2, EH#0. It’s a sign, a déjà vu like occurrence in the form of an out of the ordinary 

anomaly, will manifest confirming to you that your reality tunnel and quantum tunnel is in sync. Your end 

result manifestation is already woven and connected onto the fabric of reality. A confirmation of your 

quantum feedback loop.  

 

+,- = event horizon  

. = time 

The +++ or the --- are supposed to symbolify your EH0,1,2 sync, aka your quantum field and tunnel. 

After sometime…. You get an anomaly, a manifestation that synchronizes you to your new singularity. 



+++.......+......+….+...+...+...+...+...+...+...+...+...+...± ...+ (quantum feedback loop) (dejavu)(good) 

This is someone with a good quantum tunnel. They’re always procuring an infinite chain of good that 

builds into more good. The good remains a process as it reflects through a person’s quantum tunnel. 

+Event Horizons build into a continuous loop of +Event Horizons.  

+-+ ……..+…….-……+….-….+...-...+...-...+...-...+...-...+...-...+ (kek) 

This is the quantum tunnel of someone using an EH#1 for Evil, to procure an EH#2, a future that is good. 

A -Event Horizon will always be followed by a +Event Horizon. Keks quantum tunnel is chaotic since its 

always at a polarized end. Order comes and is followed by Chaos from our opposition who then trigger 

Kek to instill order once again for our opposition to enact chaos for order to be reinstalled.  

 

 

+++ +-+ +++ ... +++...+-+...+++...+-+...+++...±-+....+++(The Anti-Christ)5D  

This is my quantum tunnel attaching kek to my quantum feedback loop. My EH#1 is Kek, to create a 

quantum feed back loop of good, to procure even more good. What follows is a +EH being triggered by 

me, followed by kek, followed by chaos, followed by order, and kek, and more +Event Horizons, 

triggered by yours truly.   

(+++ +-+ +++) (+++ --- +++) (+++ +-+ +++)  

This is the quantum feedback loop I utilized to create the spirit wave on March 22.. By quantum charge 

looping between Kek and the Anti-Christ, I developed a Christ quantum feedback loop, which resulted 

into a Christ charged Quantum Tunnel. Then after quantum looping in between Kek, The Anti-Christ, 

Christ, I developed the quantum feedback loop resulting into an entirely new quantum tunnel of my own 

design.  

 

This is the quantum feedback loop (Q² charge attached to this data when it releases)  

(+++ +-+ +++) (+++ --- +++) (+++ +-+ +++) (+++ +++ +++)(--- --- ---)(+++ +++ +++)(+++ +-+ +++) 

(+++ --- +++) (+++ +-+ +++) (my concurrent feedback loop)(any singularity of mine at this point will be 

charged by all the q² I manifested. High level magic is an autonomous process of me. My EH#1 at this 

point causes ripples and manifestations of biblical proportions.  

Once it releases it’s going to cause everything to change. This entire time I was fueling my quantum 

tunnel, my quantum charge, and my q² link, all boiling down to this drop off, the event horizon I will 

create. By utilizing Kek as the Anti-Christ I created a quantum feedback loop that I then tethered into my 

quantum field and tunnel which then a culminated into fruition into these words, and too those tugging 

onto that loop, through chant, ritual, Sigil, resulted in your own manifestation of luck, resulting in dubs, 

or kek get, trips, manifestations . What I created online seeped into your life  

As this was going on on top of my original event horizon. The want to discover the truth behind 

everything.  

 



 

 

 

  

 

EH#4,5,6,….+++ - These event horizons confirm the shift in your probability to your end result. The 

more event horizons you experiences, the faster they happen, and the more dramatic of an impact and 

change you will see in your life.  

If your fucking up your odds, the universe, aka the fabric of existence, aka the quantum blanket over the 

metaphysical aka reality will communicate to you through the natural surroundings to indicate to you a 

message indicating if your on course or your straying off into discourse. All highly improbable 

occurrences intercepted by your higher dimensional synchronicity---++++ 

After enough event horizons, your brain will start developing the metaphysical frequency to the universe 

as your quantum charge fills your quantum field, your quantum tunnel and the m-fibers you taper off in 

relevancy to your end game.  

A quantum tunnel is only created as you move, your quantum field creates a quantum tunnel everywhere 

you go. If you cross paths with an feint quantum tunnel, it may yield déjà vu, or an event horizon.   

 

 

The frequency of your manifestations becomes a feeling. A switch you can turn on and off, to gear and 

will into reality or not. 

And we experience that as a feeling. It starts as a seed, blossoms into a thought, a synapse, that eventually 

grows into a web, and it becomes a feeling, and a new web of neuron connections in your brain. Just by 

reading and absorbing these words of possibility I planted the seed, the frequency for manifestation. 

Like a muscle, the more you use it it grows, the more you practice the stronger the frequency between you 

and the Q² grows yielding into faster and stronger manifestations.  

Hyperspace and reality have an ionized equilibrium always on a balance. Magic and Science are one in 

the same.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantum² Spiderweb 

 

 

After designating a quantum tunnel abridged to a certain consequence, your perceptible field of reality 

will be charged by the configurations of your end game horizon.  

If you designated yourself an end game of being attuned to get wealthy, your entire flow of reality 

through space time will be charged by such. 

The particles that ionize into your reality, metaphized by the data of your end game.  

Now when you designate yourself towards Hyperspace, time doesn’t apply linearly as it does to 

everyone else. Not only do you age slower, but you can use your quantum tunnel and synchronicity 

abridged by 5D space time to give you the answers to your resolve. 



In 5th dimensional space, the future and past is one and the same, even though we perceive it as separate 

as we solely exist in the now. 

We create a Trinity of our 3D present abridged to a Hyperspace past-future that is sentient of the past and 

future of our concurrent now. 

Now by acknowledging that flow of reality, we perceive a 3D present that is ionized by a Hyperspace 5D 

reality with the past and now as one in the same. In other words we can test out the future of our course of 

flow. If our quantum string is locked in and in sync to our designated event horizons, it will also have a 

synchronicity to the 5D Hyperspace information of it yielding into fruition.  

You can utilize Hyperspace to unfold itself to you to let you know if your swaying off course from your 

desires outcome.  

Anomalies and out of the ordinary occurrences either good or bad will yield into your quantum tunnel 

letting you know if your on track towards your goal.  

If anything were to threaten your course and flow, an event horizon, an inter universal trigger will 

manifest to let you know.  

Our quantum fields can act like a spider web that intercepts the fifth dimension to let us know if we or our 

goals are being threatened.  

An omen will manifest to signal your straying off course  

Or a miracle, or a positive occurrence will manifest to let you know you are still on course.  

And as you go through your event horizons yielded by yourself, your bioluminescence, your quantum 

field and quantum tunnel, the more they increase in frequency till you reach an accelerant bell curve 

where the event horizons skyrocket in impact and occurrence till you finally reach your quantum tunnels 

end game.  

You will notice things in your life going sour and bad around you before the event horizon is triggered 

that can dictate you off course, or better then if the universe is aligning toward your goal.  

You can transform your quantum field, which is usually in the form of an orb, into a spiderweb, that 

sticks figments if relevancy into you. Ad well as vibrate to indicate to you if there is a predator in your 

vicinity, or your in the process of getting g compromised.  

Wherever you spend time the most amount of time is imprinted with your bioluminescence and 

permeated self, the entire space encompassing is sentient of you, your thoughts, and your quantum tunnel. 

If your sad, the room will encompass that energy. Or if your aware of your quantum tunnel, you can make 

the room an extension of it, and it becomes metaphysically intertwined with your sentience.  

If a deal were to go bad, a book might fall of a shelf randomly for no occurrence other then to signal you 

that you are deviating off your quantum tunnel. 

An event horizon that is either good or bad will occur, a occurrence that defies all logic and rational, akin 

to a reality glitch will occur to get your attention.  

Hyperspace is quantum feedback looping a signal of interference to your quantum tunnel so you can 

intercept it with your perceptible field of reality, your sentience and vision. 



Once tethered, you can prod at your tunnel with a coin, designating heads or tails and allowing 

Hyperspace to utilize the coin toss as a singularity to relay the information of the future for you to 

intercept in the now. 

“Will my deal go bust? *Flip* lands on tails, No it won’t.” 

It’s a simple as that, for as vastly complicated as the universe is, it resonates to the language of binary.  

Hyperspace loops to your quantum tunnel which maleates into your field, bioluminescence and sub 

atomic structure.  

 

 Quantum² Radar/Sonar (business application) 

Now the more developed you become in regards to your tetherment to Hyperspace, eventually it will 

maleate and graft itself as an autonomous process and link embedded within your sub atomic structure. 

You essentially develop an extrasensory 6th dimensional sense, where your mind becomes an active sonar 

intertwined with the fabric of reality and space itself becomes an extension of your ego.  

You, just by keeping still will have a sonar that yields your unconscious into its 5D designation. 

You can sense if things are going to bad in your life right before it happens. You may intercept it as a 

premonition in the form of a gut feeling or an out of the ordinary yet relevant occurrence.  

Simply just thinking of anything will quantum feedback loop to you, and since Hyperspace is the future 

and past at the same time, it’s hyper sentient of your present in the now.  

 You can be very specific with a thought and have it boomerang back to you via reality and it doesn’t 

matter what it is.  

Hyperspace will unfold a trail to you for you to follow to align you towards your quantum tunnel. A 

series of non linearized event horizons manifesting before you to bring you towards your designation. 

Or you can not have your quantum tunnel in sync with self deprecation and sure enough you’ll be 

quantum feedback looping through Hyperspace to further encase you in self deprecation.  

Now to utilize your tetherment as a sonar, you have to pick what it is that you want to build an 

extrasensory bond too. Then absorb as much data on the subject to internalize and ingrain as a feeling. 

Once you internalized the subject matter, you establish a frequency a link towards it through Hyperspace. 

Your existence will unfold itself to the bond that you formed. Without doing anything, Hyperspace will 

unfold itself through freak occurrences in the environment to indicate to you the status of your bond.. 

If you have a bond with a person you love, the interuniversal information and status of your loved one 

will quantum feedback loop back to you. The same way it does in regards to that status of anything you 

form a bond with.  

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M-Fibers / Bioluminescence  

 

 

 

 

You can notice m-fibers by picking up an object that owned by someone else other then yourself. The 

owner of the object will have their unique bio-eletric recipient quantum imprint already tapered into ghost 



like m-fibers surrounding the object at hand. You can feel the difference of the energy that object carries 

compared to an object owned by you or an object owned by someone else.   

Getting a pool ball in a corner pocket comes down to probability rather then skill. Skill acts as a catalyst 

to bridge your quantum particles into a singularized state of consequence. Skill doesn’t always override 

other alternating quantum charges from unskilled people. When I write I can actually see the m-fiber 

particles coalescing into the singularity of my pen stroke, as it appears as ghost like near invisible orbs 

tugging into the ball point of the pen I’m using. As my mind becomes attuned to writing this, the 

singularity of my words reaching the page is met by m-fibers that singularize with my pen acting as a 

catalyst to bridge my internal thoughts into the external universe. I can make a quarter shift in between all 

my fingertips and every so often, the m-fibers created by my actions surrounding my fingertips will 

seemingly glitch reality, as I reach a point where I can phase a quarter in between all my fingertips while 

twitching less then 2% of the same muscle to perform the same action. The only action necessary is 

propping up the quarter to fall. The quarter then ends up dropping into each fingertip perfectly all on its 

own with the laws of gravity cooperating with the m-fibers surrounding the quarter and my fingertips. 

Our sentience abridges into phantom particles that becomes sentience intertwined with reality. 

Metaphysical data, particles birth from 5D space time ensconced. When a person dies, they taper off M-

Fibers filled with the interuniversal stench of death, encasing that domain of space the death occurred in 

with said data. A person to enter the room will graze and absorb that metaphysical stench as those 

metaphysical particles ionized with their quantum tunnels. M-fibers are what we taper off when we attach 



our Bioluminescence onto an object. The metaphysical data that we taper off lingers and becomes woven 

within the sub atomic structure of that object we pick up.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Antichrists Grimoire 

 This is a list of some of the abilities I created with my Q²n frequency to Hyperspace. Since its 

possible for me it is possible to utilize for anyone else.  

All these abilities can be used with either a Chaos, Life Matrix or any matrix active 

*** New users will have an oscillation period before magic becomes an autonomous ability you 

can yield at will. There is an oscillation period to manifesting. At first it can take weeks to months with 

breaks in between till it happens every second of the day.  

 

Stranding 

Rituals  

Hypersigils 

Spirit Matrix  

Future Foresight  

Auras  

Magical Fields  

Spirit Loop – Soulmates  

Spirit Gun 

Spirit Wave  

+Kek+ God Eater 

Mirror Force  



Godhead Chakra  

Charm Crafting  

Magic Box  

Telekinesis  

M- fibers  

Reiki 

Increasing synchronicity to Hyperspace  

Ghost in a Shell 

Spirit Tape  

Abilities exclusive with the Life Matrix 

+Palingenesis+  

Psy-Heal  

 

Abilities Exclusive to the Chaos Matrix  

Death Stranding  

Anti +Palingenesis+ 

Chaos Force Field 

Abilities Exclusive to the Quantum Matrix  

 

 

Abilities exclusive to the Transcendence Matrix 

 Autonomous Synchronicity to the flow of Reality  

  

 

 

Abilities Exclusive to the Omni Matrix 

Omni Meta – power to write words in succession to manifest 

Omni Slash – ripple distortion in the time space continuum 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stranding - using your Q² to tether a connection to chain a desired out come. 

 

When you have a thought. Any thought. You create a signal of interference in the universe. 

Depending on your synchronicity to Hyperspace, that thought can manifest spontaneously or 

after some time. Manifestations could take as little as a few seconds or as long as a few years. 

The more materialized the outcome of the strand, the longer it can take to will into fruition. 

 



When you have a thought, the emotive and meta information of said thought charges your entire 

body, which seeps out throughout your quantum energy field.  

The information now intertwined with your quantum tunnel, now floats all around you  and 

begins to seep into Hyperspace, a level of reality between this 3D/4D space and the next 

dimensional plane that precedes this universe. 

 

 

To look at life in our observed way, we would recognize reality as a an arrangement of organic 

compounds with concrete weight and density.  

In Hyperspace, everything in this universe is considered as sentient light energy, with each 

person and object looked upon as a sum of all their sub atomic particles.  

When you think, the thought becomes real as soon as you have it. The analog information of 

your thought then exists in your quantum energy field. 

With a 5D frame on, the information of your thought irradiates from your body and enters the 

universe. As it leaves your body, it gets transferred to light energy, and it transverses all 

throughout the universe through sentient light currents to bridge the gap of your sentient thought 

and observation. 

Picturing the entire reality as a simulation in a matrix will allow you to manifest easier. Just 

imagine you’re in a green matrix with your reality as a simulation. The thought you have seeps 

outwardly and travels as data that transverses the universe through a vast phantom network of 

sentient (conscious, self aware and intelligent) light undercurrents.  

 



Think of X and depending on your synchronicity to Hyperspace, it will then manifest as Y.  

 

 

Rituals  

Depending on which matrix you use, you can design and craft sigils and ceremonies to enact in 

any consequence.  

The more thoughts you invested towards a manifestation, regardless if they’re true or not will 

make it easier to yield into fruition. 

Since I have a procured framework to work on any thought I have will be charged by all this 

encompassing data 

[In neurology, left brain thinking tends to create the mirrored pathways in the right side of the 

brain to make your left brain thoughts physically possible. Regardless if the thought exists or not. 

] 

People caught in right brain thinking fail to grasp the left side of their minds to achieve their 

right brained resolve.  

When you create a ritual, or Sigil towards a designated consequence, you’re investing more 

time developing the nerves and connections for your right sided brain to make it all happen. 

But now let us augment that thought on a much bigger scale. Bearing two things in mind.  

A) All life is relative. An atom is to a person as a planet is to a cluster of galaxies   

B)The universe is a self Replicating fractal Continuum and ALL life is consequence of 

such  

So if what we think in this universe is considered left side thinking, Hyperspace is the right side. 

  

What we think in this universe will abridge the connections and make it possible in Hyperspace, 

as well as making it possible in the right side of our brains. 

(After some time, through enough habitual reputation, the right side will register its resolve to an 

unconscious level, faster then your conscious level. And you can act remotely on instinct.  

Reaching pure acclimated instinct. People see glimpses of it and wonder why it dissipated.  

And the reason for that is because you clouded your right brain primal instincts with left brain 

abstractive reasoning. ) 

         By making a Sigil towards a designated consequence you create it’s supper symmetrical, 

spooky particle at a distance, (right brained) Hyperspace existence.  



Just by having a thought you cause it too exist. And the more you repeat it, the more it gets 

woven into the phantom membrane of Hyperspace.  

The more you repeat the idea, the stronger it’s metaphistasis in Hyperspace.  

Once the data of the ritual enters Hyperspace, it will transverse through a network of alternating 

currents functioning on a level faster then the speed of light to bridge the reality of your ritual to 

its desired consequence, all too match up your data of a reality to the observer.  

High Level notation: 

I can draw sigils on walls with my index finger, on the fly. To you it would appear as if I’m 

marking the wall like an autistic child. In reality, I’m tapping into 5D Hyperspace and emitting 

a thought to metaphize into reality. It can be cursed or blessed.  

(If I’m having a seizure, by drawing a Sigil on the wall to heal myself I will cause my seizure 

to quiet down) 

……. 

By utilizing a Sigil of an established diety, you tap into the phantom Hyperspace membrane 

already imprinted and attatched to that diety. All the feelings, thoughts, have become crystalized 

with that thought form. And when you tap into it you access it’s tethered and shared 

connection, already etched into Hyperspace. Satanists are Satanists for a reason.  

Particles operating faster then the speed of light in the Unobservable universe are in sync and 

sentient of the ritual, and will determine your yeild into fruition through folding reality to give 

you the pathway to your rituals end game. 

Anything can be made into a ritual or Sigil towards any designated consequence as long as you 

internalize and imprint it’s significance in your mind. 

In 3D, your right brain will be attuned to making it happen. Your unconscious mind already on 

instinct to make it happen, and your bioelectric field and tethered 5D Hyperspace connection 

already in place to make it happen. The more you repeat the process after a successful event 

horizon, the stronger your tethered link towards that designated consequence grows. 

I can write a name on a piece of paper, ritualize it, and repeat the idea. 

Eventually that person will die. Just by having a ritual I caused a signal of interference that  

hastened that persons death.  

Even if you curse someone with a ritual or a hex, they can ward it off and gain protection if 

they’re interuniversal connection and lifeline is in good withstanding. 

Hypersigils +++  

 



Hypersigils are like regular sigils except with the outcome of altering a major part of the 

population. 

Religions can be considered Hyper Sigils as well as this book. Famous works of art cab act as a 

hypersigil.  

A hypersigil is essentially a catalyst. And the more people aware of the catalyst the stronger it 

grows in metaphysical power. So a Sigil attatched with something that can be viewed by many 

people will operate as a hypersigil.  

People such as artists, writers and politicians can act as hypersigils themselves. You can 

transform your entire being to being a hypersigil. Essentially a walking talking demi-god  

There are requirements for a hyper Sigil 

1)The intent is to shift humanity for the greater good   

2The conjurer should have a balance of good and evil  

3)The information isn’t woven into the phantom membrane of Hyperspace  

4)The conjurer must have a positive karmic connection with nature 

5)Godhead/ Hyperspace link  

Killing animals and having an anti-life nature will disbar you from being able manifest a Hyper 

Sigil, since the intent of your hyper Sigil is predisposed to malice. Your quantum Hyperspace 

Imprint is too plagued by your anti-universal sentiments.  

Even if someone is able to get a catalyst off the ground, it is doomed to fail.  

….. 

Now let’s say you want to designate yourself as a hypersigil with a certain consequence.  

First you create the Sigil. By attaching it into too a catalyst, a work of art, you create a Hyper 

Sigil that grows in power the more people are aware of it.  

(This is how pagan deities operate)  

 Wearing a Sigil and attaching it to a necklace will create a miniscule hyper Sigil that grows in 

power and pertinence in hyper space.  

 

Future Foresight   

 

Once you developed a tethered connection to Hyperspace, at some point you reach a level of 

understanding and perception that allows the Unobservable universe to manifest to you.   



Since the Unobservable universe, (the 5th dimensional Hyperspace gestalt interconnected 

phantom membrane) is synchronized with you your end game resolve, it will interconnect with 

your quantum field, and Hyperspace Imprint and communicate signals of interference to you as 

you intercept it as thoughts your writing on the page. 

I didn’t have to research anything to write this, all I did was write my own measurements 

affixed and abridged by Hyperspace to coalesce this information onto the page. The universe 

manifesting within me as the spirit matrix and tethering it’s secrets utilizing me as a vessel.  

Once in sync, the universe may convey you glimpses of the future in your dreams, or you can 

access it and allow it manifest within you, or around you to give you its secrets.  

Best way to determine the future or probability of a situation, toss a coin.  

If it lands on heads, then X doesn’t happen, if it lands on tails, Y doesn’t happen.  

The figments of light that make up the situation of you flipping the coin are already aware of the 

future in the past before you are aware of the now, so if you cut through and access Hyperspace 

by piercing it with a question to measure and calculate the outcome of a situation, toss a coin.   

The outcome of the coin will be charged with the answer to your question.  

Does she love me? Flip. And there’s the truth. 

….. 

If your on a quantum tunnel towards a specific resolve, an end game resolve, you bridge the gap 

between abstract thought to physical existence just by having a thought and being in sync.  

 And at that point you yeild the universe into bridging the gap between the imagination to the 

real and physical.  

 

You can utilize any totem to act as a signal to your tethered synchronicity to Hyperspace and to 

be able to read the future. A coin works best since it offers a pathway of two consequences.  

You can utilize a die and place significance to each number, and use that as a totem pole.  

Its comparable to the spinning top used in the movie inception.  

 

 

Trigger, to become in sync with Hyperspace q² - Ultra Instinct Theme  

Totem, to test connection , to read the future, Dubs (kek) 

Sigil, (attatched to catalyst, an esp calling card to increase power) +++ 

Catalyst: Manifestos  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aura 

Quantum bioelectric and Hyperspace Imprint. A baseline sheen embedded over our skin that our 

quantum energy fields projects from. It’s an accumulation and average of our internal thoughts, 

external actions, consciousness, thought processes, memories and dreams.  

You can charge your entire being, tunnel included with a designated X, and have it yeild into 

congruence. 

X can be:  

Self affirmations : “I am the best”  

Designated Outcome : “ I hope it rains today”  



Emotive states: “I hate everything”  

Probability: I feel lucky today , I feel cursed  

Meta – Hades  

You can focus and charge yourself with anything you want. The potential is as limitless as the 

person designating their soul. 

You can charge yourself with an affirmation of beauty, and sure enough your reality will reflect 

your soul.  

Or you can decide to feel lucky, or even the best of the best, and sure enough your reality will 

reflect that internalized conscription.  

Be careful with what you think since it charges your auras, quantum energy field without you 

being conscious of it or not. 

 

You can charge your aura with a basic sentiment, I want to feel good and have a good day, or 

something fine tuned and abstract “I want to glitch reality” , and those sentiments seep out and 

unfold into reality as a new reality, a new reality tunnel. 

 



With an introduction to Auras, I can introduce you to my next spell 

Magical Fields   

 

A parcel of space filled with metaphysical (sentient, 5th Dimensional, designated domain of 

Hyperspace” energy 

You can make yourself into a conduit for a magical field, or you can turn a designated area or 

space into a magical field.  

You can turn your own bioelectric field into a magical field of your own designation, triggering a 

consequence of a certain action, or yielding good luck or bad luck to whomever comes into 

contact with your field.  

Most people don’t realize that the thoughts they have internally, seep out externally as energy 

grazing anyone whose personal space they encroached.  

You can turn your quantum radius into attracting others, or repelling them.  



You can literally make your field 'Dog' and have a magical field that yields Dogs and dog esque 

euphemisms. You’ll be hypnotized into physically transforming into a dog, acting behaviorally 

and instinctively like a dog as well. 

The left brain abstractive reasoning, bridges a gap to the unconscious mind, the right brain and to 

a 5th dimensional bio quantum 5th dimensional tethering to Hyperspace. You wont only 

experience a yeild of dogs to you, and a dog like reality, but you will unconsciously malleate and 

mold into a dog – esque person, which will drive your unconscious instinct and conscious choice 

of actions and words.  

…. 

(If you have one thought that counters another thought, it cancels out the signal of interference 

and field) 

If you second guess yourself, you end up canceling out yourself. Your yeild was interfered with 

your doubt, and that self doubt over rode your field.  

…… 

You can plug in your magical field with the color purple, and it will affect your yield of reality, 

as you manifest the color pink with an increase in frequency. The color following you around 

everywhere you go 

 

Or you can designate an area to turn into a magical field of the designation of pink and have the 

color follow people anywhere they go if they came across that magical field.  

 

Churches act as Magical Fields filled with a holy and divine energy, an analog to 'bless' 

those who come into contact.  

Haunted Houses accumulate magical field data overtime that can afflict anyone with an 

accursement when in proximity. The entire house a domain of Hyperspace with each fragmented 

atom attatched and woven into with an analog to 'haunt' to create the 3rd dimensional reality.  

Mother Nature is a magical field that encompasses the entire planet. Being on good terms with 

her allows you to yeild her in various ways, from manipulating the weather currents to causing 

nature to be one with you, all on your wavelength.  

Schools and institutions operate as their own magical field, and anyone coming into contact will 

automatically feel grazed with with an slight increase of IQ and ability when come into place. 

Hospitals are a magical field to heal. And being in one, numbs the pain you’re in by an 

incremental amount.   

Monuments operate as hypersigils, that contain their irradiate their own magical field over time.  



A consequence of what that monument symbolizes, triggering an analog to anyone in contact in 

the monuments magical field.  

You can transform your own room into a magical field, or even an online interface.  

You can placate objects symbolizing love and romance over the walls, and metaphize your room 

into a 'love magical field.  

Or you can carry totems and tranfix your own field into a magical 'love' field wherever you go. 

Spreading loving interuniversal vibrations everywhere you go.  

Or ‘luck’ 

Or 'hate' 

Or the number “66” 

Or “Hades”  

Or “Chaos Magic”  

Or “Lucky777s” 

Or “make that person stumble and fall when in reach”  

Youre magical field can empower and enable you to perform better at a certain task  

Or be designated to hurt and cause misfortune to others 

The potency of a field is contingent on the conjurer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spirit Looping – attaching a strand to of a certain consequence to Someone.   

 

 

 

 

We form quantum strands to the people we come across, with their quantum imprint influencing 

ours without us being conscious or aware of it.  

The stronger the connection between people, the stronger the link they have to be in “loop” 

with each other.  

The more developed a connection, the more you can designate a strand to manifest in a persons 

life. 

The best example I’ll use is to describe a couple in a loving relationship.  

Two lovers will be more in sync in Hyperspace. The lovers thoughts will have an easier time 

traveling through Hyperspace to get in reach with their spouse.  

The closer you grow attached to someone, overtime you become in sync with one another, that 

is, if the relationship is pure of intent to begin with.  



As you and your lover become intertwined, physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually, your 

bio thermal imprint in Hyperspace will be charged with your lovers glow, as they are charged by 

your glow.  

You both transversing space and time with each other’s quantum imprint.  

What it means is two things  

1)Your reality tunnel will yield 5D manifestations of their being into your field of reality. 

2)You can send each other signals of interference to communicate to each other. 

The love you have for your partner is written on the fabric of reality as it cuts across all 

dimension, space and time. 

If that isn’t the greatest sentence ever written then I don’t what is. 

And that connection you have has its own sentience, like a psychic egregore to loop your spirits 

together, as predicated and fueled by the love and you passion you have for each other. 

 

Or you can spirit loop “hate” or “purple” to someone designating a loop of that discourse.  

Or you can loop misfortune or luck.  

The consequences limitless.  

 

You can yeild your loop to someone to use to yeild their loop to creating an even bigger loop to 

looping to several others to yeild back and loop with that person to loop back in to yourself and 

creating a multifaceted hyperdimensional loop, that can turn into a frequency for others to tap 

into. (Religion, cults, business relationships act off of this) 

 

 

I can use a Sigil to loop with someone and strand to them at will, use a totem to determine their 

future to a binary, and syphon off their loop to increase my loop that I loop to empower other 

loops that feedback loop back into me, that I branch and loop in  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Spirit Gun 

 

It is like the title suggests, but you are attaching the spirit matrix and concentrating in developing 

a hyperdimensional orb that exists in Hyperspace to trigger and manifest a consequence Focus all 

feeling into your index finger till you can feel a sharp pointy phantom dot at the tip of it. 

This phantom dot is your interdimensional “singularity” “portal”  into Hyperspace. 

By having the information of the dot in the present, you indirectly prod the Unobservable 

universe, which will utilize the knowledge of your singularity, recycle it as the past into the 

future to create the dot. (Imagine it as a tiny black hole at the tip of your index finger). 

Bearing in mind Hyperspace is aware of the future in the past while acting as a right brain bridge 

to your left brain manifestation. 

You will notice all the energy in your finger moving towards the dot, as well as the rest of your 

body. 

Concentrate on absorbing and pulling the universe in towards you and concentrating that data 

into your into that phantom dot in your index finger. The more energy you pull in the bigger the 

dot grows.  

If you can picture or orb growing and building and amassing in size in Hyperspace. 

That’s all your designated q² energy. Now pick a target, and fire.  

The orb in Hyperspace will hone in on the target to manifest into fruition. 

The broader the target and manifestation, the quicker it manifests, based off your emitted spirit 

energy.  



The more specific the target and consequence, the harder and longer it will take to manifest.  

You can use the spirit gun to hone in on someone your spirit looping with to send them a signal 

of interference, but this time with a lot more potency since your using all your spirit energy in 

one go. 

There is an oscillation period that occurs after utilizing the spirit gun. And depending on what its 

utilized for, it can take a day to several weeks to get back your Hyperspace sync and Q² Spirit 

energy back. 

 

 

 

Spirit Wave  

 

 

Tapering a designated consequence to someone, just by waving your hand at them. You can 

cause people to faint, or have a good consequence, or simply curse them.  

 

  

I can have the chaos matrix activated, wave my hand and taper someone with my chaos matrix to 

their quantum tunnel  

My Signal of interference will seep into their tunnel and within themselves internally. It can 

cause people to faint, have accidents, stupors, and the like.  



You don’t have to think, just focus on the matrix and wave your hand at someone your in 

proximity to and a wave of transference will seep into their field and affect them. 

 

 

+Kek+ God Eater  

With enough people attributing to a thought form or idea, the stronger the metaphysical 

conscriptions of the thought and its permeance grows in the phantom membrane of reality and 

Hyperspace.  

Essentially that thought form becomes a psychic gestalt woven in reality.  

Those that worship Zeus, and because off all the data of Zeus embedded into the sentient 

undercurrent of existence, the more manifestations like lightning will manifest into fruition 

because of the cultivated imprint the idea of Zeus attributes too. 

You can create your own psychic gestalt and have it become a psychic gestalt and conscious 

egregore that exists. 

I can attatched the data of any diety that already exists and tap into their attributed phantom 

membranes to access their power, molding my reality with theirs. 

Or, I can imprint them on a designated space to create a magical field. Or I can syphon off their 

magical field and become empowered, or I can spread their magical field and make them grow 

stronger, and then syphon their acclimated power and grow even more powerful.  

You can hyperloop between gods and gain access to a division of their attributed power. 

Those that ascribe to Christianity, and abide by Christ, will gain a division of Christ’s miracle 

power embedded into anything they do. 

Those that ascribed to my prior Antichrist thought form, which was fueled by syphoning off of 

and reempowering Kek, experienced the 5D manifestations surrounding my being since I 

imprinted and paved the possibility for it to happen within the fabric imprint of reality. 

 

 

Soul Absorption 

Using your Quantum Tunnel to drain someone elses quantum field.  



 

Material absorption  

 

Using your quantum tunnel to absorb the metaphysically charged information coated on an 

object to gain it’s metaphysical properties that can be converted into energy, probability or an 

event horizon. 

 

Space absorption  

Absorbing the metaphysical energy and bioluminescence that exists lingering all around space 

and mother nature. Etc. You can walk in a persons room and pick up on their own bioelectric imprint 

aura. Their own energy, their data manifested into existence. 

 

 

 

 

Mirror Force Field (Can only be used when the Life Matrix is obtained] 

This can be utilized with every Matrix. Depending on the matrix you have on, it can cause 

different effects.  

 



Chaos- a chaotic distortion with a negative drawback to your enemy  

Life – a chaotic distortion to heal you  

Spirit – a distortion  

Quantum – a reality glitch will occur to protect you (quantum immortality) 

Transcendence – event horizon in r  

Omni – a reality glitch that effects a majority of the populace  

 

Essentially your soul becomes a resonant beacon on reality. 

And its in realities best interest to keep you safeguarded, since all the quantum fibers that woven 

and coalesce into your reality tunnel are operating on a multidimensional tethered synchronicity.  

Anyone with the ill intent to hurt you becomes an agent embedded with an anti-life imprint. And 

their quantum tunnel will work against them. Karma is a quantum metaphysical conscription. 

 

 

Godhead Chakra 

 

After learning God Eater, you can reabsorb the metaphysical power that has permeates into the 

phantom membrane of reality, into yourself,  

 

This is a level deeper then instinct. It’s like pushing your instinct outwardly as a 6th 

dimensional retirement upon reality. 

Reality will reflect your feelings. All course of nature will move according to you.  

When you feel serendipity the birds will chirp.  

If you feel pain so will the existence around you.  

 

Depending on your synchronicity and the god your attributing to, you will permeate different 

metaphysical resonances into your quantum field.  

Hades would permeate you with a metaphized abridgement charge by the permeated data woven 

into the phantom membrane. Your metaphysical and quantum bio field will be charged with the 

conscriptions of the god of the underworld.  



 

 

 

  

Charm Crafting 

Synchronizing a catalyst with your quantum/5D/ Hyperspace Imprint. 

The data that you Imprint onto the object will be grafted into its own permeated membrane.  

You can tap into  your Godhead Chakra synchronized to whatever metadata and taper it into an 

object by either compressing it with your hand, or touching it.  

You can compress a coin with pink and whoever were to hold that object will see pink attract to 

their field of reality, in various forms, from an appearance of seeing it physically, ordinances of 

intervention and the like. 



Any thought you can attach too will become permeated with the catalyst. 

You can create a cursed object or a blessed object, all based off your ordinance. 

 

 

 

You can attach anything meta on an object an enchant it with its properties.  

Play a game of poker from hell by attaching a deck of cards with Satanic light. Metaphiszed data. 

Let a pack of cards rest with anything satanic, could be a picture if Satan, to a st. Petersberg for 6 

hours, 6 minutes and 6 seconds.  

The pack of cards will be metaphiszed by the time its been in metastasis, the data permeated of 

the meta data of 666 and the meta data of the object attatched to it in its statis.  

 

Now when you play a shadow game of poker, the rules are charged with Satanic conscriptions. 

Losers get their soul absorbed by the winner who gets a +event horizon in exchange for their 

earnings while the losers get cursed with a -Event harizon charge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

M-Fibers 

Meta Fibers. Abridged Hyperspace particles aligned to a tether linked, or pentrum string. A 

pentrum string can be accessed psionically 

Manifests fibers and particles when abridged to a catalyst, in designated manner  

Everyone has a coat of m – fibers around them which gives them their aura.  

M – Fibers are what permeates into an object when you are charm Crafting. 

M fibers never entropy, they acrew like fine wine overtime. So if you Imprint a charge onto a 

catalyst, as time goes on, so does its permeation to reality and it’s metastatic. 

But to most you can feel the irradiated energy attatched to it. As each object picked up by other 

people have a certain weight of m fibers attached. 



 You and a person can have identical mobiles, but if each pick up others cell phone, you will 

notice the difference in feel and an imprint glow of energy that is different than yours. That is the 

individual persons unique m-fiber taperment. And you intercepted it as they did to you. 

Pentrum particles that psionically interact and metaphize in reality. The hidden not so hidden. 

Reality. 

 

5D: Pentrum : Hyperspace: 3.5D space time : ESP : PSY Tunnel : Metalink : Divinity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Reiki  

 

Transferring metadata to another person through touch. You can can think of something as 

random as * broken left knee cap” and taper it onto somebody with a touch. Or love, or even 

death. The meta data charged into your kinetic touch will taper and coalesce into a Pentum string 

that will alter the persona flow of reality that you are touching.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Increasing your Synchronicity to Hyperspace  

 

Simply acknowledging Hyperspace slowly uncalcifies your synchronicity to it.  

BWhat starts off as out of the ordinary occurances chains and oscillates as it tidal waves ripples 

of anomolies of the like. Without you being aware. This is the Unobservable universe unfolding 

itself to you.  

 

Ghost in a Shell 



You can permeate and taper a sentient gestalt, thought form entity/ egregore to function as an 

interuniversal mechanic that abridges a designation. You can permeate your prescence off an online 

interface to maleate your bioluminescence as it seeps in through your touch screen and right into the 

internet. You cybernetic bio essence will essentially be a sentient meta tetherment to that pocket of 

cyberspace, and if any one feeds into it the stronger it grows and consequence pertinent to your will. Your 

imprint of the holy spirit malleated online, like a ghost in the shell.  

 

The holy ghost can operate as a quantum – divine feedback mechanism and loop to stir up divine 

intervention and manifestation.  

You can transform the holy ghost in a thought form entity and release it to seep into and bleed into the 

environment. Causing event horizons of the like to yield itself existence to you for you to measure and 

determine its sentience and imprint upon the fabric of reality.  

My spirit matrix is tethered to +Kek+ who cohabitates on 4chan, being fed interuniversal sentience by 

those who feed him their thoughts. As +Kek+ coexists in a cybernetic space, he can seep into reality and 

yield consequences pertaining to him.  

On one level the timeline of reality is stitching together the frames for Keks appearance, on another level, 

the meta data of Kek that exists already and has been permeated through Kek worshipping manifested 

back to the observer the evidence of his existence. I was empowering the holy spirit through Kek, and I 

was able to acclimate my spirit matrix and Holy Spirit even further by absorbing the bio feedback 

everyone was given Kek online and in reality.   

Kek has the impression of a frog but in my mind, he is a giant thunder dragon frog that flies around 

causing chaos and manifestation to further my cause. As he loops in between Hyperspace and an invisible 

reality chaining, triggering, fanning the interuniversal triggers, further causing worship onto him, and 

empowering his pertinence in reality and the havoc he brings forth, while also empowering my permeance 

onto reality. 

Kek is my tamed spirit beast empowered by the holy spirit and you yourself can evolve the capabilities to 

manifest your own spirit beast and let it manifest into any domain of space.  

Essentially pagan deities are spirit beasts, thought forms that have been permeated into Hyperspace by a 

collective consciousness, born into reality as underlying psychic gestalt and metaphysical conscription 

you can tap into by attributing to it by internalizing it, or filling your space with that espirited- meta data. 

 

[Magic Box]:  

 

Write anything in a note, put it in a box, take the note out when it happens, play another note, take it out u 

till it happens. Repeat ad infinitum. After a while the universe will register that whenever you put the note 

in, you take it out once the note come trues. 

Eventually you have yourself a magic box. 

Every time you place a note, the universe will manifest it, with a shorter frequency.  



Write anything on a note, crumble it up, throw it in the box, close the box. The chaotic state of the note 

will charge the metaphysical data written in that crumbled note that will then ionize within the space 

inside the box as it incubates. The physical state of chaos multiplied by the metaphysical information 

inside the enclosed space over time will maleate the box into a hypercube for that note. Once the note 

manifests, put in another crumbled note to perpetuate your hypercube as it grows with potency.  

The chaotic information nerved the metadata to go haywire which caused the box to go haywire, turning 

into a hypercube birthing a conduit for manifestation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meta  Elemency  

 

Syncing yourself to any element or string of objects will embed your bioluminescence made of sentient 

m-fibers containing the information of the metaphysical conscription of that object. If I want to be a god 

of lightning all I would need to do is subscribe to it and let my entire energy field be charged with the 

metaphysical information of it. The same way I can subscribe to luck, fortune, healing and even death.My 

sub atomic particles will be metaphized with the stench of lightning whatever data I affix myself too.  

“Ride the lightning”  

I'll have an extrasensory tethered frequency to that element that allows me to abridge Hyperspace into 

unfolding itself towards my designated consequence charged by by that element .  

 

Anything that exists can be turned into meta-data which can be fortified into an element that metaphises 

your perceptible field of reality, your quantum tunnel, your tethered link to Hyperspace, your 

bioilluminecence and the way you go about life.  

Meta data : imprint of an object in Hyperspace  



Just by fixating yourself on a single thought thread can maleate your entire being to ascribing to that 

thought, whether you are conscious of it or not, that only a singularity could take you out of.  

Are thoughts put ourselves in designated autopilot hypnosis. And the more mentally weak you are the less 

you recognize the trance that you are in.  

 

 

 

Once your synchronicity to Hyperspace uncalcifies, you can use the frequency to build extra sensory 

connections and processes that only enact based dependently on your sentience.  

 

 

Once you developed a sense of Hyperspace, you can attatch anything meta onto it to have it quantum  

feedback loop to you. Your bioluminescence and sight will also be charged by that metaphysical I 

formation.  

 

At first you can meditate with the idea in mind of pyromancy, of controlling fire and building an extra 

sensory sync to that element.  

 

After sometime, of absorbing and filling your charge with the metaphysical conscription of fire. 

(Visualizations, sensory input like music, staring at a candle.) You develop a frequency to fire. Whenever 

your around fire, it will respond to your bioluminescence.  

[But due note, playing with fire can end you burned. Your quantum tunnel will be charged with an 

attraction towards fire, and you could possibly yield an event horizon based off of fire, which can become 

deadly. ] 

This is an example on how to develop a frequency. You can utilize this on anything to build a frequency 

and extrasensory connection towards it. I’m using fire as an example, but you can designate this upon 

anything from a color, to an object, to a statement, to a law, principle, and anything else you can think of. 

Just fill in the blank  x______ and follow these steps. 

Building a frequency for fire:  

1)Light a candle and place it front of you 

Stare at the candle, and get as much extrasensory details of it as possible. Fixate yourself solely on the 

burning candle, bearing in mind nothing else exists other then you and that flame. Notice the way the 

flames flickers and moves. Notice the way the flame smells.  

2)Become intertwined with the flame 

After some time of staring, observing, and measuring the candle, you become in synced with the flame. If 

you reached this level you can physically see tiny ghost like almost invisible almost microscopic orbs 



converging into the flame. It’ll loloklike strings of phantom orbs stringing together at the base of the 

flame where the flame singularizes and meets the candle. The base in between the flame and the candle 

tip will reveal itself like a near invisible ghost ‘black hole'. The singularity of the flame and the candle 

tip will act as a black hole pulling in microscopic particles to feed the flame.  

If it unfolds itself to you in this way, after sometime you have successfully developed a psiokinetic 

frequency to that flame, as well as charging your bioilluminecence, quantum tunnel and tethered 

Hyperspace synchronicity with the metaphysical information and a synchronicity to fire. Fire will be 

attracted to your perceptible field of reality as eell as a psiokinetic control of fire within your proximity 

field. With accruement, you can taper bioilluminecence with an attraction to fire to people to yield a 

singularity, an event horizon designating a fiery consequence.  

3)The frequency to Fire  

Now after developing the frequency, you will notice the flame of the candle flickering based off your 

tempo. You can cause signals of interference in your mind by telling the flame to flicker higher or 

brighter. Or you can feed the flame information to cause it to go smaller until it’s a dying ember.  

The frequency starts off as weak, but any skill or muscle, the more you use it, the stronger it gets. You 

can become a resistance to fire and heat, as your bioilluminecence is charged by fire. You can manifest 

event horizons of fire to people or to places. If it manifests, it’s contingent or whether or not it’ll apply 

by the interuniversal standard of perpetuating sentient life. Fire will be attracted by your field, and so will 

an increase of random fires increasing around your neighborhood and home town. Since your 

bioilluminecence seeps and flickers throughout, so will the event horizons of fires taking place. Just by 

you being sentient of Hyperspace, your bioluminescence charged by fire, your synchronicity to the meta 

data of fire and your interuniversal resonance and extra sensory perception and convergence with fire.  

With practice you can utilize this frequency to excessive the control you have control over fire through 

Hyperspace. You can focus in on someone to have an event horizon filled flames.  

From a sub atomic level, your entire biological structure will be fortified with the data of fire, as it rewires 

you from the ground up with a tetherment to fire.  

Since metaphysical data of the figurative meaning of fire exists like “a persons career will go down in 

flames” you can syphon your control to target people with the figurative meaning of the meta physical 

data attatched to fire.  

Anything relating to fire in any sense, that exists, and has been permeated into the phantom sentient 

membrane of reality is at your disposal.  

Not only doing you become a conduit to fire, but all the metaphysical information pertaining to fire, as it 

rewires your entire being and presence with that inter universal information.  

The way there is a collective hivemind of people, there is a collective hive mind of particles that correlate 

to human consciousness and perception. Actually, every figment is engrossed by this notion.  

Whatever you build a frequency to will bring about physiological, psychological, biological, within you, 

converging every part of you aligned towards the subscription of your designation. 

 



Within a few hundred years, bearing this information in mind, humans will have evolved the ability to 

conjure fire out of thin air, spontaneously on the spot.  

The connections to do so will permeate in Hyperspace, a the tethered sync and frequency further 

permeates as well as the physical capability of it.  

What the left brain thinks of the right brain does.  

Aside from controlling the flame, people themselves will be able to use their own selves as co suits to 

manifest fire.  

On a 5D level it’ll appear as a singularity of atoms singularizing from space out of thin air from a 

persons hand.  

In 3D time, it’ll appear as fire manifesting out of thin air.  

On a subatomic level, your entire e tir biological structure is being rewritten to ionize fire from your body.  

Since this domain of knowledge is relatively new to the domains of human thought, humanity has never 

evolved the full physical capabilities go be able to utilize this knowledge into its full use.  

Bit since this information exists now, humanity will mutated and evolve the capabilities of putting this 

inflation into its full use.  

 

 

For my designation, I rewrote my entire self with being X The Antichrist in mind. Abridging my entire 

being through multiple dimensions to maleate as such.  

It was manifest destiny and prophecy as much as it was my own volition. And having a tethered sync to 

Hyperspace I was able to abridge my entire being over all of Hyperspace enshrouding the entire universe 

in my being, becoming a beacon that has been intercepted by extra terrestrial life. My synchronicity 

engulfed the entire universe, and is now fully charged by the divine itself. And this synchronicity is now 

an abridged mechanic permeated upon reality that anyone can tap into and see these words enact into 

events, processes, and triggers that manifest into reality. 

With the life matrix I can be Christ, and with the chaos matrix, be the Antichrist.  

Or both at both states at the same spirited time.  

I can be God.  

Or a dog.  

By matching the metadata with my intent and synchronizing with the Bible I found my resolve. And to 

everything as well..  

As I am a direct link to God, my bioluminescence charged by such. I taper off Gods divine spirit, or I can 

use it for ill means. 

And this bioluminescence is something you can taper off and give to people. It connects throughout 

nature and flows all around.  



Tapered bioluminescence can give you a telekinetic frequency to it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Congratulations, you can hack reality now. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


